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ABSTRACT 

In this work a new met,hod is developed that divides the physics of charged 

particle transport into two separate classes depending on the t.ype of part.icle 

collisions that take place. The result is t.he Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis SMART 

scattering formulation that combines a path length dependent description of the 

continuous slowing down approximation with the physics of catastrophic collisions. 

Both t.he forward and exact adjoint of the SN / diamond differenced numerical solu

tion of this equation, using multigroup constants produced by a pre-existing cross 

section generat.ing code, are developed for x-y-z multimedia geometry. Sample 

problems demonstrating the nearly perfect agreement between the forward and 

adjoint numerical algorithms are included. Evidence of the substa.nt.ial difference 

between the adjoint of the continuous equation and the adjoint of the discretized 

equations is also presented. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Particle transport methods as applied to the charged particles, specifically 

electrons, have traditionally lagged behind their neutral counterparts. In addi

tion to the obvious historical motivations that accelerated the development of both 

Monte Carlo and numerical techniques for neutral particles, the unique physics 

of charged particle interactions has been almost wholly responsible for impeding 

similar development in their arena. 

Since electrons interact via long-range Coulombic forces, their cross sections 

arc enormous and extremely forward peaked. As a consequence t.he transport of 

electrons is described by many small deflections in both the energies and directions 

of the particles. An example of the extent of the difference involved is shown in 

Table 1.1, which is taken directly from an article by Berger!. 

Table 1.1 
Estimatedt Number of Collisions Made By Electrons 

In The Course of Slowing Down 

Energy 
Interval (Mev) Aluminum Gold 

0.5 ~ 0.25 2.9 x 104 1.7 X 105 

0.25 ~ 0.125 3.4 x 104 1.7 X 105 

0.125 ~ 0.0625 4.2 x 104 1.5 X 105 

f The estimates were calculated by assuming a Rutherford scattering cross section corrected for atomic 

electron screening. 

In contrast, Table 1.2 shows the average number of collisions necessary to slow a 

neutron from 2 Mev to 1 ev for various materia.ls. 



Table 1.2 
Number of Collisions Made in the Course of Slowing 
Down F\'om 2.0 Mev to 1.0 ev For Various Materials 

Material 

# of Collisions 

H 

14.5 

C 

91.3 

Fe 

407 

U 

1730 

15 

Similarly only 20 to 30 Compton scattering events will reduce the energy of a photon 

from the Mev range down to :::: 50kev. This extreme nature of charge particle cross 

sections all but eliminates the possibility of directly modeling the physics through 

Monte Carlo or numerical techniques. 

As Table 1.1 clearly shows, tracking of each individual scattering event would 

be (to understate the situation) extremely time consuming at best. Most Monte 

Carlo techniques!-3,!7 circumvent this difficulty by using condensed histories. This 

method amounts to taking snapshots at different times during a particle's history. 

For this technique to produce physically reliable results, a method that correctly 

transitions from one snapshot to the next, taking into account the many collisions 

in between, must be used. As Berger! explains, a convenient clock for taking these 

snapshots is the path length traveled by the particle. The probabilities for transi

tioning from one state to another are then base on the multiple scattering theory 

of Goudsmit and Sauderson4,s. 

The highly forward peaked behavior and magnitude of charged particle scat

tering cross sections also makes the application of the standard discrete ordinates6 

technique impractical at best. The large number of Legendre coefficients and dis

crete ordinates necessary to adequately represent the anisotropy of the cross sec

tions, along with the fine energy group structure required to accurately represent 

energy losses from inelastic scattering, would quickly swamp the memory capacity 

of the largest computers. In addition, the magnitude of the cross sections makes the 
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spectral radius of the source iteration nearly equal to one, which would require an 

excessive amount of computational time to achieve sufficiently converged solutions. 

Successful discrete ordinate solvers get around these difficulties by recasting 

the equation into form more amendable to numerical solution and replacing the true 

cross sections with effective cross sections that are 

(1) much smaller in magnitude, and 

(2) much less anisotropic. 

Each of the methods for recasting the Boltzmann equation takes advantage 

of the fact that charged particle sca.ttering is divisible into two distinct reaction 

classes. The form of the resulting equations depends on how this division is made. 

In the Fokker-Planck7,8 and Spencer-Lewiso,lo equations scattering is divided 

into elastic and inelastic components. The inelastic collisions with the atomic elec

trons are characterized by many minute deflections in which energy is lost in a nearly 

continuous manner. In contrast the elastic collisions with nuclei result in angulm' 

deflections only. The development of these methods continues by decoupling the 

angular deflection from the energy loss by neglecting the angular deflections of the 

inelastic collisions and separating out the elastic components. The inelastic source 

term is then expanded in a Ta.ylor series about the scattered particle energy. A first 

order truncation of this series expansion results in the continuous slowing down 

approximation (CSDA). In other words the truncated series expansion is equivalent 

to 

(1) assuming that each inelastic collision results in the same incremental amount 

of energy loss, and 

(2) then preserving the stopping power in the limit as this increment is reduced 

to zero. 

From this point on the derivation of these two equations diverge. In the case 

of the Fokker-Planck equation the derivation continues by expanding the elastic 
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scattering term in a Taylor series about the forward scattering direction that is 

then truncated at the second order. When both expansions are substituted into the 

Boltzmann equation the result is the Fokker-Planck description. 

Th Spencer-Lewis equation on the other hand is derived by transforming to 

a path length variable related on a one-to-one basis to the energy variable through 

the total stopping power. 

As presented both equations still have serious drawbacks. In the case of the 

Fokker-Planck equation it lacks the ability 

(1) to model energy loss straggling (non-CSD), 

(2) to model wide angle clastic scattering, and 

Furthermore, discretization to a multigroup format can lead to negative and 

therefore non-physical cross sections. The Spencer-Lewis equation also lacks the 

ability to model energy loss straggling and still retains the extremely anisotropic 

elastic scattering term and it associated numerical difficulties. Although the latter 

problem is all but eliminated by the introduction of SMARTII scattering theory, 

the former difficulty still remains. 

If instead the demarcation between the two reaction classes is made first in 

terms of the nature of the collision i.e., catastrophic or soft, and secondly in terms 

of elastic and inelastic as far as the soft collisional term is concerned the resulting 

equations arc Boltzmann hybrids. 

The earliest work along these lines appears to have been done by Bartine12 , 

et. al., who by dividing the reaction classes as above generated the Boltzmann-CSD 

equations for the coupled transport of photons and electrons. Their solution was 

implemented by the development of a specific code (ANISN-CSA) that included a 

differenced representation of the CSD operator for the electrons. Their results were 

not very promising. Difficulties that were never resolved were encountered for high 

Z materials, and reasonable results required a large number of groups. 
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Along parallel lines Lorencel3 ,14, et. al., approached the solution of the 

Boltzmann-CSD equation by solving the physics unique to charged particles within 

a cross section generating code, CEPXS. In this approach CEPXS produces pseudo

multigroup cross sections that are equivalent to a differenced form of the CSD op

erator. The aggregate cross sections thus produced contain elements from both 

catastrophic collisions as well as the CSD operator. As in the work of Bartinc, 

coupled particle transport* is allowed. Additionally the elastic scattering cross sec

tion is transport corrected. The advantage of this method is obvious, the cross 

sections produced are completely compatible with any pre-exiting standard discrete 

ordinates code. However, the cross sections are non-physical to the extent that no 

microscopic counterpart exists. In fact, negative cross sections are often produced 

eliminating the possibility of using negative flux fix-ups as a part of the solution 

algorithm. 

If the development of the Boltzmann-CSD equation is taken one step 

further, by transforming energy into a path length variable, the result is the hybrid 

Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation. It is with this equation that this this present 

work is connected. 

The are two important differences betwecn the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis and 

Spencer-Lewis equations: 

(1) The former equation contains a catastrophic collision differential cross section 

in which both energy and direction are allowed to vary. This is the Boltzmann 

portion of the equation and is amendable to the standard multigroup SN 

solution technique and inherently includes a degree of energy loss straggling. 

(2) The path length variable is now related in a one-to-one corrcspondence to 

energy via the restricted instead of the total stopping power. (As will be 

seen the definition of the restricted stopping power is somewhat arbitrary. 

However, in general terms it is the stopping power associated with the soft 

inelastic collisions alone.) 

* Electron, Positron, and Photon 
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This formulation along with SMART scattering theory for representing the 

elastic scattering cross section, purports in theory to remove all of the traditional 

barriers for obtaining discrete ordinate solutions to electron transport problems. 

The focus of this work in relation to the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis 

equation was twofold. Prior to the beginning of this effort a Spencer-Lewis16 elec

tron transport solver with SMART scattering theory pre-existed. This particular 

code relied entirely on internally generated cross sections and stopping powers. 

The first aim of this work was to take advantage of the massive physics effort that 

went into the generation of the CEPXS code by adapting it for usc with an al

tered version of the above code. Working in parallel with an individual performing 

the conversion to a coupled electron, positron, and photon Boltzmann/Spencer

Lewis SMART scattering code, CEPXS was changed to provide the necessary data 

in the proper format for implementing this solver. The result was a multimedia, 

coupled particle, multigroup, SN transport solver not altogether inappropriately 

named SMARTEPANTS. The acronym simply stands for .simulation of Many 

Accumulated Rutherford Trajectories; Electron, Proton, And Neutral Particle 

.solver. 

The second portion of this work focused on the development of an adjoint 

solution capability for inclusion into the CEPXS-SMARTEPANTS package. t 
Loosely speaking, the adjoint flux is somewhat akin to a Green's function in its 

performance. It is based on the premise that if the desired result is known, one can 

backtrack through spacc, time, energy, angle, etc., to determine the adjoint flux 

correlated to that result. When integrated over any forward source the adjoint flux 

generates the desired solution for that source. The power of the method lies with 

the fact that the adjoint solution is independent of any particular forward source, 

that is, a single adjoint solution has applicability to an infinite number of forward 

t Although this sounds like an easy task, as it turned out the complexities of the 
numerical solution are such that the adjoint to the continuous Boltzmann/Spencer
Lewis equation is not adjoint to the discretized form. 
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sources. The tradeoff is of course that the adjoint solution is applicable to only one 

result at a time. 

Adjoint solutions are of course not new, finding widespread use as a neutral 

particle technique in reactor and perturbation theories lo • For coupled electron, 

photon transport resultsl7 as far back as 1976 have been reported in which an 

adjoint condensed history Monte Carlo method was used to verify approximate 

dose estimates to satellite and deep space probe electronics. 

The CEPXS code's implementation of the Boltzmann-CSD cquation through 

the usc of pscudo cross scctions and ONEDANT-LD18-20 has also provided the ca

pability of producing adjoint results through this techniquc. This is accomplished in 

standard discrete ordinates codes such as ONEDANT by transposing the scattering 

matrices and reversing the ordering of the energy groups and discretc directions. 

The results are quite imprcssive, but are currcntly restricted to a single dimension. 

Some cxcellent adjoint solutions have also been obtained reccntly21 based on 

the coupled Fokker-Planck adjoint equations. In this work the differences between 

scattering matrices derived from adjoint operators and those obtained by transpos

ing scattering matrices determined from forward operators was also investigated. 

In addition, a comparative study into the cffects of using step, linear-cont,inuous, 

and linear discontinuous differencing schemcs on the CSD operator was performcd. 

Despite the successcs obtained each of these adjoint mcthods still retain the 

shortcomings of the original forward solution techniques, a fact which served as 

motivation for this work. 

The work begins in Chapter 2 with a derivation of the hybrid continuous 

Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation obtained from the Boltzmann equation itself. 

At the beginning the development is limited to only a single particle for clarity. The 

extension to multiple particles is trivial. After the derivation, the discretization of 

the multiple particle equations is taken up on a variable by variable basis. The result 

of the discretization process is a set of coupled multi particle multigroup spatially 
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discretized SN equations for a homogeneous medium. The extension to multimedia 

follows along with the introduction of the diamond difference equations. The chap

ter ends by construction of the framework on which SMART scattering theory is 

built. 

Chapter 3 introduces the reader to the adjoint of the continuous forward 

equation. The derivation is accomplished by applying the adjoint definition on a 

term by term basis until the entire equation is constructed. The chapter ends with 

the presentation of the Discretized Adjoint Equation, the DAEs. 

Chapter 4 starts out demonstrating that the DAEs are in fact not adjoint. to 

the Forward Discret.ized Equations, t.he FDEs. The rest. of the chapt.er is devoted 

to det.ermining the discret.ized form of the equations that. are in fact. adjoint to 

discretized form of the forward equat.ions, Le., the Adjoint to the Discretized forward 

Equations, the ADEs. 

Shifting gears Chapter 5 det.ails' the specifics on the use of CEPXS cross 

sections wit.h the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equations. A det.ailed description of the 

interaction processes affecting the transport of electrons and positrons is presented 

along with discussions on how CEPXS' presentation of the data is changed for use 

with a path length solver. Concluding remarks explain how the CEPXS output may 

be adjusted to ensure that the cross sections balance in terms of particles, charge, 

and energy22. 

Finally, Chapter 6 presents a description of the forward and adjoint 

algorithm's. Sample problems demonstrating t.he nearly perfect agreement between 

the forward and adjoint algorithms are included. This work concludes with some 

general comments on the knowledge gained by this effort, and the direction that 

future work should take. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

THE BOLTZMANN/SPENCER-LEWIS EQUATION 

2.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the Boltzmann16 equation is introduced, and the inadequacies 

of the standard discrete ordinates solution technique as applied to the description of 

charged particle transport are discussed. An alternate equation, combining charac

teristics of the Boltzmann and the Spencer-Lewis equations is then derived. Finally 

the chapter ends with the numerical discretiza.tion of the combined equation. 

2.2 Derivation 

The steady state transport of neutral particles through a homogeneous t 
material region is described by the linear Boltzmann equa.tion, 

[n. V + 0'1 (E)] 4>(,-:,E,n) = JJ 0'8(E'-tE,n'. fl)4>W,E',n')dn'dE' + qW,E,n), (2.1) 

t Inhomegeneity will be handled via the boundary conditions between the dif
ferent material regions in a later section. 



and 

where 
¢(r,E,n) = particle flux at position r,with energy E, 

traveling in direction n, per unit volume 
per unit solid angle, per unit energy, 
per unit time, 

O't(E) = the probability per unit distance traveled that 
a particle of energy E will interact, 

O'a(E'-+E,n" n)dEdn = the probability that a particle 
will be scattered from energy E' to the differential 
element dE about energy E and from direction n' 
to the differential element dn about n, per unit 
volume, per unit solid angle, per unit energy, 

q(r, E, n) = external particle source at r, in direction 
n, with energy E, per unit volume, 
per unit solid angle, per unit energy 
per unit time. 
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Numerous numerical techniques exist for the solution of this equation24 • The 

standard discrete ordinates approach, or SN method6,25-26, begins with a Legendre 

expansion of the angular scattering cross section dependence. The angular and 

spatial variables are then discretized concomitantly with a multigroup energy ap

proximation. Central to the success of this technique is the fact that the energy 

behavior of the inelastic cross sections can be modeled extremely well with a rca

sonable number of groups. In addition the angular dependence of the scattering 

cross sections are adequately represented with a small number of moments, typi

cally Pa• This allows for an accurate solution with minimal demands on a computer's 

memory. 

Under certain circumstances, specifically when it can be stated that: 

1. There are no externally applied electromagnetic fields, 
2. Fields created by the charged particles are negligible, 
3. Particle-particle(atomic electrons) and particle-nucleus 

scatters may be modeled as localized collisions, 

Eq. (2.1) is also valid, without modification, for describing charged particle trans

port. In fact, presupposing that the proper cross sections are known, Eq. (2.1) can 
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be used for describing the coupled transport of both charged and neutral particles. 

Since these equations are identical in form, in theory the multigi·oup SN method 

could be applied to the charged particle or coupled equations without modificat.ion. 

However, in contrast to neutral particles, t.he highly forward peaked behavior 

and magnitude of charged particle scattering cross sections makes the application of 

the standard discrete ordinates technique impractical at best. The large number of 

Legendre coefficients necessary to adequately represent the anisotropy of the cross 

sections, along with the fine energy group structure required to accurately represent 

energy losses from inelastic scattering, would quickly swamp the memory capacity 

of the largest computers. 

These difficulties are circumvented by recasting the equat,ion into a form that 

combines aspects of the standard Doltzmann and Spencer-Lewis equat.ions, along 

with SMARTII scattering theory for describing angular scattering as a result of 

electron/positron nuclear collisions. 

The process of recasting the standard equation begin by separating the 

differential scattering cross section into two portion; 

and 

(a) a portion in which the particle loses a small amount of energy, soft 

collisions (se), 

(b) a portion in which a large amount of energy is lost, catastrophic collisions 

(ec) , 

(2.2) 

such that 

J us(E'-+E,D.' .D.)dEdD.' = J uCC(E'-+E,D.'. n)dEdn' + J uBC(E'-+E,n'. D.)dEdn', (2.3) 
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(2.4) 

which ensures that the particle deflection mean free path is not altered in making 

the separation. 

This separation is done for two reasons. The relatively large energy change 

associated with the catastrophic collision cross section allows for a standard Boltz

mann multigroup treatment (appropriate for neutral particle and wide angle charged 

particle collisions). Secondly, the soft collisional cross section is best handled via the 

Continuous Slowing Down Approximation (CSDA). Neither approach is completely 

satisfactory when used alone for charged particles. In the case of the multigroup 

formulation the very small amount of energy lost in a typical chm'ged particle in

teraction would require an impractically large number of groups for an accurate 

solution. The CSDA approach on the other hand lacks the a.bility to model large 

and straggling energy losses. 

Continuing, the soft collisional cross section is approximated by further 

division into clastic and inelastic components, 

representing distinct physical processes. As can be seen by the above represen

tation, the elastic component changes the particle direction, leaving the energy 

unaltered, while the inelastic component is responsible for the exact opposite in

teraction. The inelastic portion represents the energy lost by charged particles 

in collisions with atomic electrons. Collisions that on avera.ge are responsible for 

minute energy changes and are best handled by transformation to a path length 

variable that depends on the material stopping power, the CSDA. The elastic por

tion of the soft collision cross section represents charged particle collisions with a 

nucleus in which only an angular deflection results. As will be seen in a later section 
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this cross section is best handled via SMART scattering theory. Equation (2.5) is an 

approximation because the link between minute energy changes and small angular 

deflections has been ignored. 

As mentioned above a restricted CSDA is used to model the inelastic soft 

collision energy loss. This corresponds to the limit in which both the energy lost 

pel' collision, and the energy collision mean-free-path tend to zero in a manner that 

preserves the restricted stopping power, 

I d~:') In = J O'i~(E'~E)(E' - E)clE = R(E'). (2.6) 

The model is implemented in two steps. First it is assumed that a soft inelastic 

collision results in exactly a D.E energy loss, 

O'i,~(E'~E) = O'i,~(E')t5[E - (E' - D.E)]. (2.7) 

Under this assumption t.he restricted stopping power becomes 

R(E') = J O'i~(E')t5[E - (E' - D.E)](E' - E)clE, 

= O'i~(E')(E' - E' + D.E), 

(2.8) 

so that 

O'~C(E') _ R(E') 
In - D.E· (2.9) 
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Use of Eq. (2.9) in Eq. (2.7) leads to a representation of the inelastic slowing down 

cross section in terms of the restricted stopping power of the medium, 

ui,~(E'-tE) = Rl~) alE - (E' - ~E)I. (2.10) 

Substitution of Eq. (2.10) into Eqs. (2.5) and (2.2), and integrating over all energy 

and solid angles results in 

( ') (') R(E') US E -t Us E + ~E . 

Making use of Eqs. (2.2), (2.5), (2.10), and (2.11), Eq. (2.1) becomes, 

In. v + ua(E) + us(E) + ~lER(E)I¢w,E,n) = JJ uCC(E'-tE,n'. (!)¢W,E',n')cln'clE' 

+ JJ u:,(E', n' . n)a(E - E')¢(,"'f, E', n')dE'cln' 

(2.11) 

+ JJ ~~) alE - (E' - ~E)la(n' - f)¢W,E',n')dn'clE' 

or 

+qW,E,n), 

[n. V + ua(E) + us(E)+] ¢(r,E,n) = J J uCC(E'-tE,n'. n)¢W,E',n')dn'dE' 

+ J u:f(E, n' . n)¢w, E, n')dn' 

+ R(E+~E).A-.("'f E+~E n)- R(E).A-.("'f En) 
~E 'I' " , ~E 'I' " , 

+ q(r', E, n). 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
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Next, the limit as 6.E approaches zero is taken, which reduces the above equation 

to to, 

[n. V + ul(E)] ¢J(r,E,n) =q(r,E,n) 

the Boltzmann/CSD equation. 

+ J J uCC(E'~E, n' . n)¢J(r, E', n')dn'dE' 

+ J u:f(E, n' . n)¢J{i"t, E, n')dn' 

- :E [R(E)¢J{i;', E, n')] , 

Finally, defining the path length of a particle of energy E as, 

rE",a~ dE' 
s(E) = JE IdE(EI) I ' 

d8 R 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

transforms the Boltzmann/CSD equation into the Bolt.zmann/Spencer-Lewis equa

tion, 

since 

and 

[:s + n. V + u1(s)+] ¢J(r, s,n) =JJ UCC(s'~s, n' . n)¢J('-:', s', n')dn'cls' 

+ J u:f(s, n' . n)¢J(r, s, n')cln' 

¢J('-:', s, n)ds = ¢J(r, E, n)dE, 

u(s) = u[E(s)], 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 
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8 88 8 
8E = 8E8s 

(2.19) 

2.3 Multiple Particles 

Although the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation (Eq. 2.16) was derived with 

charged particles implicitly in mind, the formulation applies equally to neutral 

particles. 

The fact that the equa.tion is formulated in terms of path length is of no 

consequence. Since the the stopping power, restricted 01' otherwise, for neutral 

particles is zero, the soft collisional portion of the scattering cross section is also 

zero, making Eq. (2.14) identical to Eq. (2.1). 

Furthermore, since Eq. (2.16) is valid for charged and neutral particles alike, 

the equation can be generalized to describe the coupled particle transport. The 

generalization to multiple particles only requires that the coupling cross sections 

are known. Rewriting Eq. (2.16) for the coupled transport of P unique particles 

yields, 

[! + s1. yo + Uns)] rpP(r"t, 8, (1) = t 11 0'13'13(8'-+8, s1' • (1)rppl W, 8', s1')ds1'd8' 
p/=l 

+ 1 u P(s,s1'. (1)rf>P(r"t,8,n')ds1' 

+ qP(I"t, 8, (1) 

(p= 1,2, ... ,P). (2.20) 
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No clarity is lost by dropping the ICC' and 'sc' superscripts, as well as the 'el' 

subscript, as the intent is contained in the double and single particle superscripts 

and the function arguments. 

2.4 Discretization 

The discretization of any multi variable equation is complex and requires care 

that the order of the discretization is consistent with a realistic physical model. 

For example, although the discretization of the path length (energy) and angular 

variables of the standard Boltzmann equation are separate, the order in which the 

discretization is accomplished directly affects the form and interpretation of the 

multigroup constants that arise as a result of this process. The discretization of 

the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation begins with an expansion of the angular 

dependence of the catastrophic scattering cross section into a series of Legendre 

polynomials. This expansion is then followed by the discretizat,ion of the path 

length, angulcl.l', and spatial variables. This order of discretization leads to a nu

merical representations consistent with the multigroup constants produced by the 

cross section generating code CEPXS. 

2.4.1 Legendre Expansion of the Catastrophic Cross Sections 

As mentioned above, the catastrophic cross section appearing in the first 

integral on the right hand side of Eq. (2.20) is expanded in a series of Legendre 

polynomials, 

(2.21) 

where 

(2.22) 

for 



., . 
/Jo=n ·n. 
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(2.23) 

Inserting this expansion into Eq. (2.20), using the addition theorem for spherical 

harmonics, 
£ 

Pe(n' . n) = 2f4: 1 L }''t(n')Ye"(n) 
11=-£ 

(2.24) 

the equation that serves as the starting point for the path length discretization is 

generated, 

[:a + n· V' + uf(s)] cpP(it, s, n) = 1;1 ~ lite!! ur'P(s'~s)f''t(n')YI'(n)cppl (f, s', n')cln'cls' 

+ ! uP(s, n' . n)cpp(it, s, n')dn' 

+ qP(it, s, n) 

(p = 1,2, ... ,P). (2.25) 

2.4.2 Path Length Discretization 

Within a homogeneous medium the path length discretization is accomplished 

by dividing the energy range of interest Erni" = Ea+J. to Ernaz: = EJ. into a discrete , , 
number of groups, G, as shown in the Figure 2.1 below. 

Ecutoff 

1 2 ••• 9 ••• G-1 G 

ES/2 Eg-1/2 Eg+1/2 EG-3/2 EG-1/2 

Figure 2.1 Energy Discretization Grid 
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The size of the path length step for particle p corresponding to a particular energy 

group is then given by, 

(2.26) 

Dividing Eq. (2.13) by 6s~, and integrating over a particular group g, leads to 

equations of the form 

P G 00 t. 

= E E E E f qr.~~gYt."(f!')l/t(f!)tP;: (r', f!')df!' 
",'=1 g'=1 (=0 n=-t. 

(p=1,2, ... ,Pj g=1,2, ... ,G) 

(2.27) 

where the following substitutions and definitions have been made: 

'" . tPg±t(r',!1) = tP"'(it , S;±t' f!) (2.28) 

8 P 

.-! 
¢:(r',f!) = 6~f f ql'(,-t,s,f!)ds (2.29) 

aP 

.+! 



pip 
(J'e,g'g 

= 

= 

= 
¢~(i:"n') 
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(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

With these definit.ions, thc tot.al cross section cat.astrophic scatt.cring cross section 

moments, and soft collision scatt.ering cross section become angularly dcpendent. 

This situation is avoidcd by assnming that the flux may be exprcssed as a separable 

function of path lcngth and angle, e.g. 

(2.34) 

The details of generating the group constants is deferred to chapter 5. The angular 

dependency, and the evcntual mcthod used to eliminate it, is only mentioned here 

to avoid the appearance of having avoided the issue altogether. 

2.4.3 The MuItigroup SN Equations 

For the sake of gcnerality and to facilitate ~hc introduction of SMART 

scattering theory, the muItigroup SN equations (angularly discretized) arc derived 
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using the method of weighted residuals. This technique is not new and the de

velopment here is largely borrowed from Filliponell • The derivation begins by 

approximating the particle flux by the expansion in a set of test functions, 

AI 

¢~(r, n) ~ ¢;,T(r, n) = L ¢;,{ (fjB rn
' (n) (2.35) 

m'=1 

where the B m' (n) are a set of M basis functions. The error or residual associated 

with this approximation is by definition, 

Rg{7-;"n) = 6.~~ [¢;+h'rW,n) - ¢;-i,Tw,n)] + [n. V + Uru]¢:,Tw,n) 
P G 00 t 

- L ELL j uf.;glrc"{O')l't{n)¢~:,T(r, n')dn' 
1"'=1 g'=1 C=O n=-£ 

(p = 1,2, ... ,Pj 9 = 1,2, ... ,G) 

(2.36) 

The development continues by forcing this residual to be orthogonal to a set of test 

functions, 7",1(0), 

m = 1,2, ... ,1\'[., (2.37) 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. 

Multiplying Eq. (2.22) through by tm{n) and integrating over all solid angle 

(0) results in, 

~ [¢P,IfI' {;t!_¢P,I/l' (7"11 + uP ¢P,tII'{7"11] jtm(n)BIfI'{n)dO L....J g+!,T' J g-!,T' J Ig g,T 'J 
m'=1 

AI 

+ L V¢~:;~' {7"1} j ttll{O)nBm' {O)dn 
tII'=1 

P G 00 £ AI 

= L L E L E uf,;g¢;:,';' {fj J J ttll (s1)Ye" {s1')ye" {n)Bm' (s1')cln'ds1 
1"'=1 g'=1 £=0 n=-£ tII'=1 
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M 

+ E q{':;' (f') II f'm(n)ur(n' . n)Bm
' (n')dn'dn 

m'=1 

+ I f'm(n)qrUt, n)dn 

(p = 1,2, ... , Pi m = 1,2, ... ,M). (2.38) 

Finally the multigroup SN equations arc generated by requiring that the functions 

f'm(n) and Bm(fl) to be biorthonormal with weight function 1 and biorthogonal with 

with weight function n: 
(2.39) 

and 

I f'm(n)nn m' (!l)c1n = ?tJmm/' (2.40) 

With these definitions, Eq. (2.24) reduces to the multi group SN equations: 

where 

and 

[¢;.n,T(f') - ¢;~i.T{i;') + nm. v+uru]¢;,':;{i~ 
P G 00 e M 

" "" " "S-p'p ,/.p' m/(;;'\ = L.J L.J L.J L.J L.J glg,m/rn'l"'g';T 1', 
p/=1 g'=1 £=0 "=-e flI'=1 

+ qr,mw) 

(p=I,2, ... ,Pi g'=1,2, ... ,G, m=I,2, ... ,M). (2.41) 

st>'p =up/p r r f'rn(n)f'"(n')Y"(n)Bm'(n')d!l'dn g'g,m/rn e,g'g J J e £ , 

Sr,"rn(s) = II f'm(n)u:(n'. n)Bm' (fl')d!l'cJn, 

q:,I1I(f') = I f'm(n)qg(,"t,n)dn, 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 
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The exact meaning of ¢;,':;W) clearly depends on the definition of basis 

functions since, 

AI 

= L ¢;:~I' (f') J tm(fl)Bm' ({2)dfl 
m'=1 

(2.46) 

~ J tltl(fl)¢:(I"t, fl)dfl (2.47) 

= ¢~,ItI(f'). 

Furthermore, the common interpretation that 

,/,p,m(I"tI =,/,1' (r flltl) ~ ,/,p(r flit!) 
'I'g,T 'J 'I'g.T , 'I'g" (2.48) 

corresponds the definition 

(2.49) 

for any function satisfying 

B ItI(AIII') = ~ ~, UIIIIII'· (2.50) 

However, as is apparent from Eq. (2.27) any number of choices for the 

functions tltl(fl) and BIII(fl) leads to an identical set of multi group SN equations 

as long as the conditions of biorthogonality and biorthonormality, Eqs. (2.25) and 

(2.26), are satisfied. This is one of the main premises behind the t.heory of SMART 

scattering. Although not directly related to the derivation of the cross sections, the 

definitions of these functions directly affects the form and positivity of the scattering 

matrices. 

and 

where 

Normally the scattering matrices are approximated by 

S-p'p '" 10"10' }-,.tI(AItI,)},.tI(AIII) 
g'g,lII'ltI ..... wIII'G' £,g'g £ H £ H , (2.51) 

(2.52) 
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Wm = J n"'(fl)dfl. (2.53) 

In general, the above approximation is quite adequate for the catastrophic scatter

ing matrix Sj the matrix most amendable to a conventional Boltzmann multigroup 

treatment. SMART scattering theory, although technically applicable to the catas

trophic scattering matrix, has not been implemented for these cross sections and 

is beyond the charter of this work. The standard numerical representation for this 

matrix is retained instead. 

In contrast to the catastrophic collisional scattering matrix, the major 

contribution to the integral involving the soft collisional scattering cross sections 

comes from values of n' ~ n (due to the the extreme anisotropy of these cross sec

tions). Adequately sampling of this contribution via the approximation outlined by 

Eq. (2.38) would require an impractical number of discrete directions. Without a 

large number of directions the error associated with the flux 

(2.54) 

could be quite large. This error is greatly reduced by replacing the conventional 

scattering matrix approximation (Eq. 2.38) with a SMART scattering matrix, 

(2.55) 

a matrix specifically designed to give good results on a coarse angular mesh. This 

matrix is obtained by forcing the error (Eq. 2.42) to zero for a set of problems 

for which analytic solutions are available. Since the form of the SMART sca.ttering 

matrix depends on the type of numerical solution being implemented, the details of 

its development are left for a later section. For now it suffices to insert Eqs. (2.41) 

and (2.43) into the multigroup SN equations (2.27) redefining these equations to be, 

[¢;~'t(i:') - ¢;~1('':') + flm. v+ufu]¢~,m(,':') 
P G 00 e M 

= E E E E E U~';gYI'(nm}¢~,;' (f) 
1"=1 g'=1 £=0 .. =-£m'=1 
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AI 

+ E s:'m'mifJ:,m' (f') 
m'=1 

(p=I,2, ... ,P; g'=1,2, ... ,G, m=I,2, ... ,M). (2.56) 

where 
AI 

ifJ~,~'('""!J = E WIII'Yen(nlll')ifJ~'(r':"nlll'), (2.57) 
111'=1 

and where the subscript T has been dropped with the understanding that the 

approximation implied is still in place. 

2.4.4 Spatial Discretization 

The final step in the discretization of the the coupled transport equation is the 

division of the spat.ial region into a finite number of cells. In cartesian coordinates 

this is accomplished by defining mesh cells, i.e., the medium is divided into J cells 

in x, /( cells ill v, and L cells in z. Eq. (2.36) is then integrated over an arbitrary 

mesh cell of volume ~l'ikl = ~Xj~Vk~ZI, and divided through by ~l'ik/' resulting in 

p,/,p,1II -+ (ftg'l'gjkl -
P G 00 £ 

E E E E (fr.~~gYe"(nm)ifJ~,;:~kl 
p'=1 g'=1 £=0 11=-£ 

m'=1 

(p = 1,2, ... , P; 9 = 1,2, ... , G; m = 1,2, ... , M; 

j=I,2, ... ,Jj 1.:=1,2, ... ,/(j 1=1,2, ... ,L), (2.58) 



where the following definitions have been made: 

,l,p,m 
'l'g±!.ikl 

,I,\.7,m 
'l'gj,k±~,1 

,I,\.7,m 
'l'gjk,l±t 

orJt ; z,+t 

D.X:D.ZI f f ¢~,m(x'Yk±t,z)dxdz, 
or)-t %,-; 

2.5 Non-Homogeneous Materials 
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(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

In the above sections the analysis was restricted to a single homogeneous 

material region. However, if an inhomogeneous spatial region can be subdivided 

into distinct homogeneous material regions then Eq. (2.42) can be applied within 

each of these subregions. The cross sections and path length arc then valid only 

within each homogeneous subregion and Eq. (2.42) becomes 

D.S~jkl [¢;:1.ikl - ¢;~1,jkl] + ~;: [¢;:;';'Pl - ¢;:~PI] 
+ n~ [¢\.7:m _ ¢p:m ] 

D.Yk g),k+!,1 g),k-t,/ 

.. p,m p,m nm [ ] + D.zl ¢gjk,/+t - ¢gjk,l-t 



+ p .l.p,m 
U'gjkl'l'gjkl 

P G 00 t 

= E E E E Ur.';g,jkl}en(nm)¢~,;:~kl 
pl=1 gl=1 £=0 f1=-t 

AI 
"'" p,m'm.l.p,m p,m 

+ L..J Ug,jkl 'I'gjkl+qgjkl 
m' =1 

(p=1,2, ... ,Pj g=1,2, ... ,Gj m=1,2, ... ,1'I1), 
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j=1,2, ... ,Jj k=1,2, ... ,[(j 1=1,2, ... ,L), (2.63) 

where now 

(2.64) 

The difficulty in using Eq. (2.47) ocurrs at the interfaces of the different homoge

neous material regions. For example the energy dependent flux at the interface an 
between regions consisting of the two materials A and B is continuous, 

¢~(i:"E,n) = ¢~(r,E,n), r € an. (2.65) 

Therefore since 

¢P(r"t,E,n)dE = ¢pw,s,n)ds (2.66) 

the path length dependent flux is discontinuous across material interfaces, i.e. 

(2.67) 

Therefore the edge fluxes in Eq. (2.47) are not continuous at material interfaces. 

This condition can be eliminated however by simply multiplying each term by 6S~,jkl 

as is evident from Eq. (2.51). This results in 



, 
I, 

P G 00 ( 

E E E E Uf.';g,jkIYe"(nm)ijJ~,:'~kl 
p'=1 g'=1 (=011=-£ 

AI 

+ 
~ p,m'm);p,m+ p,m A p 
L.J Ug,jkl 'l'gjkl QgjklLJ.8gjkl 

til' = 1 

(p= 1,2, ... ,Pj g= 1,2, ... ,Gj m = 1,2, ... ,IIJ), 

i=1,2, ... ,Jj k=1,2, ... ,J(j 1=1,2, ... ,L), 

2.6 Diamond Differencing 
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(2.68) 

The total discretization represented by Eq. (2.52) has resulted in a set of 

P x G x 111 x J x J( x L coupled equations. However, the integrations over the spatial 

and energy mesh cells have introduced several additional unknowns, namely the 

mesh cell exiting edge flux values. In fact Eq. (2.52) contains P x G x 111 x 111 x J x 

I( x L x 5 unknowns. Solution of the transport equation therefore requires additional 

equations. To this end the cell center and edge fluxes are assumed to obey the 

diamond difference relations: 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

-p,m -p,m 
¢gJ' 1,+1 1+ ¢gJ' k- 1 I _ ,'" 2' t 21 

- 2 (2.71) 
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(2.72) 

(p=I,2, ... ,Pj g=I,2, ... ,Gj m=I,2, ... ,1I1), 

;=1,2, ... ,Jj k=I,2, ... ,/(j 1=1,2, ... ,L). 

The use of these diamond differencing equations provides the required number of 

equations so that Eqs. (2.52-2.56) now formed a closed set. Many other types of 

approximations could have been used in place of diamond differencing, such as the 

step approximation, the lineal' continuous, the lineal' discontinuous approximations, 

however, the diamond differencing scheme provides a very straight forward and 

easy to understand set. In addition, it has the advantage of being linear, and is 

amendable to several acceleration techniques. 

2.7 Forward Algorithm 

In the application of the diamond differencing equa.tions, the marching scheme 

is developed to follow the direction of neutron travel for each of the possibilities, 

n~1 < 0, n~1 < 0, n~n < 0, n~ > 0, n~1 > 0, and n~ > 0. In so developing the algorithm 

it is always the downstream edge flux that is eliminated via the application of thc 

diamond diffcrencing equations. For example, letting 

P G 00 I. AI 

Qp,m _ '"' '"' '"' '"' I"l' yn(s)III)A:II,pl + '"' p,mlmA:p,m' + 10,111 D. I' 
g,jkl - L.J L.J L.J L.J (1c,g'g,jkl e 'f'C,g'jkl L.J (1g,jkl 'f'gjkl qgjkl Sgjkl (2.73) 

10' =1 g'=II.=O 11=-£ m'=1 

to facilitate solution by scattering source iterations, Eq. (2.52) may be written, 

P A:p,1II _ QP,III 
+(1tgjkl'f'gjkl - g,jkl' (2.74) 



Now for 

n: > 0, 

n: > 0, 

n~ > 0, 
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(2.75) 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

the diamond difference equations are used to eliminate the downstream fluxes, 

Similarly, for 

n~n < 0, 

n: < 0, 

n~ < 0, 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

(2.80) 

(2.81) 

the diamond difference equations are used to eliminate the downstream fluxes, 

(fip,m (fip,m and (fip,m giving 
g,j-t,kl' g,j,k-t,l' g,jk,/-p , 

QP,m + 20~n A;p,m + 20: A;p,m + 20~ A;p,m + up,m 
A;p,m _ g,jkl 6"'J'I'g,j+t,kl 6I1J'l'g,i,k+!,1 6:J'I'g,jk,/+t Ig,jkl 
'I'g,ikl - 220m 20 m 20m p (2.82) 

~ + =tt:-J + rll. + ~ + u'g jkl g,J.' ., 

These two equations have shown that the exact same sweeping algorithm may be 

used regardless of the direction of neutron travel, as long as the direction cosines 

are replaced by their absolute values (In:l, In~nl, In~1) in Eq. (2.52). Future chapters 

will include this change. 
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2.8 SMART Scat.t.ering 

Now that the numerical equations have becn fully developed for the multiple 

particle solution to the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis transport equation, it is time to 

return to the specifics of SMART scattering t.heory. The presentat.ion here will 

begin with the general t.heory, followed by the specific application to the diamond 

difference multigroup SN equations developed in the previous sections. 

Since charged particles such as electrons and positrons interact, via long range 

forces their cross sections are enormous and extremely forward peaked. 'n:a.nsport 

of these particles is thus characterized by many minute deflections in their velocities 

and directions. Consequently, as mentioned in a previous section, direct solution 

by the discrete ordinates technique is impractical for two reasons, 

1. the spectral radius of the source iteration is almost unity and, 

2. an adequate model of the cross section anisotropy would require a impracti

cally large number of discrete ordinate directions. 

For these reasons discrete ordinates solvers must replace the true transport model 

with one based on effective cross sections that are, 

1. smaller in magnitude and 

2. much less anisotropic 

than the true cross sections they replace. This is the basic concept behind SMART 

scattering matrices and the various other techniques, such as the Fokker-PlanckB,20 

and extended transport correction methods27-29. The disadvantage of most of 

these methods with the exception of SMART scattering theory is that they lead to 

non-positive, i.e., non-physical scattering matrices. This problem is avoided with 

SMART scattering matrices by choosing a set of basis and test functions, as outlined 

in Section 2.7, that guarantee a positive scattering matrix. 
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Once again it must be emphasized that SMART scattering theory is applied 

only to the elastic portion of the soft collisional scattering term as detailed in Section 

2.7. As will be recalled from that section the idea is to back calculate a scattering 

matrix by forcing the error associated with a numerical flux to zero, i.e., 

(2.83) 

for a problem for which analytic solutions exist. To this end the first step in the 

construction of a SMART scattering matrix is to obtain an analytic solution known 

as the Goudsmit-Sauderson distribution. 

2.8.1 The Goudsmit-Saudel'son Distribution 

Consider the source free, spatially independent, continuous path length 

( energy) form of the Spencer-Lewis equation, 

[! + u(s)]q,(s,s1) = J u(s,s1/ . (1)q,(s,s1 /)ds1/. (2.84) 

This equation is solvable, without approximation, for any cross section that may be 

expanded as a series of Legendre polynomials, Pc, 

"I" ~2C+l "I " u(s, fl . fl) = L...J -4-uc(s)Pc(fl . fl). 
c=o 1T 

(2.85) 

Since 
t 

P. (s1 / (1) = ~ '" fn(s1/)y;n(s1) t 2C+l L...J c t , 
n=-t 

(2.86) 

this may also be written in terms of the spherical harmonics, len, as 

00 t 

u(s, s1' . (1) = L L ue(s)fcn (s1 /)lcn (s1), (2.87) 
C=O n=-t 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. 
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The solution to Eq. (2.84) may be expressed in terms of a Green's function 

as, 

where 

and 

Gso-'s, no' n)= particle flux per second at path length s, 
traveling in direction n,per unit path 
length,per unit solid angle, fro111 a source at 
so, emitting in a direction no, 

¢(so,no) = the initial condition (s = so) on the flux 
¢(s,n) in direction no. 

The Green's function is found by solving (2.84) for 

as the initial condition. 

(2.88) 

(2.89) 

Substituting G(so-.s,no · n) for the flux and using the cross section expansion, 

Eq. (2.87), leads to the expression 

Recognizing that 

(2.91) 

and using the expansion 

00 £ 
G(so-'s, no . n) = L L G~(so-'s,no)Yp(n) (2.92) 

£=0 n=-£ 
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on the left hand side of Eq. (2.90), leads to the representation, 

[
a ] 00 £ •• 00 £ • • 
as +O"(s) E E G£(so~s,no)Ye"(n) = E E 0"£(s)Yt(n)G£(8o~8,no). 

£=0 n=-£ £=0 n=-£ 

(2.93) 

MUltiplying by 1i.'/' (n) and integrating over all direction, reduces this expression to, 

(2.94) 

by the orthogonality relation of the spherical harmonics, 

(2.95) 

Since Eq. (2.94) is simply a homogeneous differential the solution may be written 

as 

G£(.'lo~S, no) = G£(So~8o, no) exp [1: [O"c(s') - O"o(S')]di]. (2.96) 

Substituting the initial condition, Eq. (2.88), into the defining expression for the 

moments of the Green's function, (Eq. 2.91), shows 

(2.97) 

(2.98) 

so that the exact solution is 

01' 

00 2e + 1 [1" ] = E ~ exp [O"(s') - O"o(s')]cls' Pc(n. no). 
(=0 8. 

(2.100) 
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The next step in the development of a SMART matrix is to equate the exact and 

discrete ordinates solution for identical initial conditions. 

As will be recalled from Section 2.7, the analogous expansion to the flux that 

applies for the homogeneous infinite medium discrete ordinates solution is, 

AI 

¢(s,s1) = ¢T(s,s1) = L ¢T(s)BIII(s1), (2.101) 
111=1 

which translates to the intial condition 

AI 

¢(so,s1o) = ¢T(so,s1o) = L ¢T(so)BIII(s1o). (2.102) 
111=1 

Inserting thiR expression into Eq. (2.88) in place of ¢(so, s10 ), 

¢(s,s1) = J G(.~o~s,s1o·s1) f qJ!p' (so)B III' (s1o)ds1o, 
111'=1 

(2.103) 

multiplying by TIII(s1) and integrating over all fl, gives 

AI 

¢III(S) = L ¢rp' (so) J J TIII(s1)G(so~s,flo' fl)B III' (flo)dflods1 
111'=1 

(2.104) 

since 

AI 

= L ¢rp' (s) J Till (fl)B III' (fl)dfl 
111'=1 

(2.105) 

~ J TIII(s1)¢(s, s1)ds1 (2.106) 

= ¢III(S). 

Expressing Eq. (2.104) in matrix notation 

(2.107) 

where the components of G(so~s), cI> and '1>1' are GIII'III(SO~S), ¢III and ¢T' and 

G(SO~S)III'III = J J TIII(fl)G(so~s, s1 0 • s1)BIII' (flo)dflods1 (2.108) 

The importance of Eq. (2.107) in relation to SMART scattering theory can not 

be overstated. For any source that can be expressed by Eq. (2.102) this solution 
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is angularly exact. This fact will be used in the next section to determine a 

scattering matrix capable of cancelling angular discretization errors. 

2.8.2 SMART Scattering Matrices 

In this section the specific requirements for construction a SMART 

Scattering matrix are presented, followed by the generation of a matrix compat

ible with the multigroup diamond differenced Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equations 

presented cm·Hcr. 

In matrix form the discrete ordinatcs form of Eq. (2.84) is 

(2.109) 

where 

s = The net SMART Scattering matrix comprised of clements Sm/IIIl (2.110) 

and the componcnts of <fiT are ¢rp. Since this equation is a homogcneous diffcrcntia.l 

equation the solution may bc writ.tcn, 

(2.111 ) 

By requiring, 

(2.112) 

the SMART matrix is generated by noting from comparison of Eqs. (2.111) and 

(2.107) that 

exp r Sds' = G( so-ts) 
lB. 

(2.113) 

01' 

S .. - G"( )-1 dG(so-ts) 
- so-ts ds' 

The SMART scattering matrix so defined complctely cancels angular discretization 

errors. Since these errors are a result of the extreme anisotropy of the scattering 
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kernel, a trait that the spatially dependent and infinite medium equations share, 

S should be an optimal scattering matrix for the former case as well. However, 

the exact equality of Eq. (2.112) applies only when iJlT is given by Eq. (2.111). 

However, since the actual numerical equations (Eqs. 2.68-2.72) include path length 

discretization errors a more appropriate matrix must be defined for these diamond 

differenced equations. This subject is taken up in the next section. 

2.8.3 Diamond Differenced SMART Scattering Matrices 

Integrating Eq. (2.111) over a path length mesh cell of size 1:::.8g with 

boundaries Bg+! and 8g_! yields, 

(2.114) 

where the group 9 flux is also assumed to obey the diamond difference relation, 

(2.115) 

Eliminating the cell average flux by inserting Eq. (2.115) into (2.114) and solving 

for the exiting path length flux, 

(2.116) 

where I is the identity matrix. 

As in the continuous case, it is now required that 

(2.117) 
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yielding the result 

(2.118) 

where Eq. (2.107) has been used. Finally solving for S the diamond difference net 

scattering matrix is obtained 

(2.119) 

By defining the SMART scattering matrix in this manner errors due to 

1. angular discretization, 

2. diamond differencing in 8, 

3. the piecewise constant approximation, 

have all been cancelled. 

One final note applicable to the evaluation of SMART scattering matrices. 

One of the most importants aspects of constructing the matrices is the evaluation 

of the Goudsmit-Sauderson distribution via a discretized form of Eq. (2.100). To 

this end cross section moments must be provided for the soft collisional cross sections 

in sufficient number such that the Goudsmit-Sauderson distribution is adequately 

represented. The subject of these moments is addressed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

THE CONTINUOUS ADJOINT EQUATION 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the adjoint to the continuous coupled particle transport 

operator is derived. The ensuing continuous adjoint equation is then discretized 

in the exact same manner as the forward equation was in the previous chapter. 

3.2 The Cont.inuous Adjoint. Operat.or 

The adjoint particle fluxes and multiple adjoint transport operator are defined 

by the relation 

where the brackets indicate integration over all phase space variables, 

C = diagonal matrix of the forward transport 

operators C1, C2, ... , CP, 

ct = diagonal matrix of the adjoint transport 

operators Ct\Ct2, ... ,ctP
, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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4} 
rp2 

~= rpP 

rpP 

= forward particle fluxes, (3.4) 

and 
t/J! 
t/J2 

111= t/JP 

t/JP 

= adjoint particle fluxes. (3.5) 

The derivation of the adjoint operator makes direct use of Eq. (3.1). The forward 

equation is multiplied by the adjoint flux 111, and then integrated over all phase space 

variables. The order of integration is then reversed generating the right hand side 

of Eq. (3.1). Along the way several surface terms arise that are eliminated by an 

appropriate selection of forward and adjoint boundary conditions. The definition 

of the continuous adjoint operator is then self evident in the result. 

The starting point for the derivation is Eq. (2.20) of the previous chapter 

with the external source term removed as per Eq. (3.1), 

[! + n· V + ur(s)+] rpP(r,s,n) = t If uP'P(S'-M,n' . n)rpp'(r,s',n')dn'ds' 
p'=! 

+ I uP(s,n'. n)rpp(r,s,n')dn', 

(p = 1,2, ... , Pl. (3.6) 
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Multiplying through by 1/JP(r, 8, fl.), p = 1,2, ... , P and integrating over path length, 

space, and angle shows the left hand side of Eq. (3.1) to be 

Term 1 Term 2 

11/J1i'(r, 8, fl.):8 ~Ii'(r, 8, fl.)d8dVdfl.'+ l1/Jp(r, 8, fl.)fl. . ~¢P(r, 8, fl.)d8dVdf; 

Term 3 

Term 4 . 

Term 5 

(p = 1,2, ... , P). (3.7) 

Each of the terms is considered on an individual basis below. The final adjoint 

equation is presented in the last section, along with a discretizeu form analogous to 

Eqs. (2.52-2.56) for multiple regions. 

3.2.1 The Path Length Partial Derivative Term 

(3.8) 

Letting 

(3.9) 

so that 
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• d f) • 
v = ¢"'(f', s, !l), an du = f)S1/J"'(7-:', s, !l)cis, (3.10) 

yields upon integration, 

([f .f) •• 
Term 1 = - J.L ¢"'(f', s,!l) f)s1/J"'(f', s, !l)dsd!ldV 

The first term above determines the form of the adjoint operator, while the 

surface term dictates the relationship between the forward and adjoint problems. 

Since the immediate purpose is to identify the adjoint operator, for convenience it 

will be assumed that 1/J"'(I";', 0, s1) = lim 1/J"'W, s, s1) = 0 so that the surface term vanishes. 
8 .... 00 

(The actual application of this term will be discussed in a future chapter.) With 

this assumption the path length term reduces to: 

(3.12) 

3.2.2 The Streaming Term 

The streaming term is obtained by making use of the vector identity 

V· (uA) = A. vU + u(V· A), (3.13) 

where u and A are arbitrary scalar and vector functions, respectively. Letting 

1/J"'W, s, s1) = u, s1¢"'W, s, s1) = A, rearranging, and since V does not operate on di

rections, Eq. (3.12) becomes 
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1 t/Jp(r,s,n) [V'. nr/Jp(r,B,n)] dsdVdn = -I nr/Jp(f',s,n). V't/Jp{ft,B,n)dsdVdn 

+ 1 V'. [t/Jp(r,S,n)nr/Jp(f',s,n)] dsdVdn (3.14) 

Application of the divergence theorem to the second term on the right hand side of 

Eq. (3.21) shows 

Term 2 = -I r/Jp(r,s,n)n. V't/Jp(r,s,n)clsdVdn + tur t/J"'(f',s,n)nr/J"'(i;',s,n)· ;ldAclsdn. 

(3.15) 

Here too, the surface integral which arose relates the forward and adjoint 

problems, but now via the physical surface boundary conditions. For the purposes 

of identifying the adjoint operator, the boundary conditions on the incoming forward 

flux will be set to zero, i.e. 

",... . r/Jin(r,8,!l) = 0, for n· n < 0, r € ar (3.16) 

where n is a outward unit vector normal to the boundary r. Similarly the adjoint 

outgoing flux is also set to zero, i.e. 

for n . n > 0,1"t € ar. (3.17) 

For these boundary conditions, the surface integral above vanishes leaving 

Term 2 = -I r/JPW,8, fl)fl . V't/JPW,s,fl)dsclVdfl. (3.18) 
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3.2.3 The Cross Section Term 

The simplicity of this term (it is self adjoint) allows for a simple rearrangement 

showing 

Term 3 = I t/JP(r,s,n}l1r(s}t/Jp(r,s,n}dsdVdn. (3.19) 

3.2.4 The Catastrophic Collisional Term 

This term is best handled by first reversing the order of integration such that, 

p 

Term 4 = - L If! t/JP(i;', s, s1}l1P'P(s'~s,n' . fl)t/JP' (,'t,s', s1'}dsds1ds'dVds1'. (3.20) 
13'=1 

Rearranging, letting 

and since 

leads to, 

s' ~ sand s ~ s', 

p' ~ p and p ~ p', 

n' ~ s1 and n ~ n', 

= n.n', 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 
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p 

Term 4 = - E 1 ¢P(r, s, Q) ff uppl (s-+s',{!' . Q)t/Jpl (,"t, s', Q')ds'dQ'dsdVdQ. 
p=l 

(3.25) 

It must also be noted that for this term, as well as the term to follow, the 

overall equation particle sum, has been changed to p' = 1,2, ... , P. This is of no 

consequence as the identity of the variable p' or p is unimportant as long as they 

are consistent with the overall equat.ion. 

3.2.5 The Elastic Soft Collisional Term 

This term is very similar to Term 4 and is also handled by reversing the order 

of integration and rearranging terms so that, 

Term 5 = - ffff ¢"'W, s, Q)u"'(s, Q' . Q)t/J"'(r, s, Q')dn'dsdQdV, (3.26) 

Rearranging and making use of Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) once again, this term 

becomes, 

Term 5 = -I ¢W,s,n)u"'(s,n'. n)t/JPW,s,n)dn'clsdVcln. (3.27) 

3.3 The Total Adjoint Operator 

Collecting each of the terms derived above the analog to Eq. (3.7), i.e. the 

right hand side of Eq. (3.1) is 
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Term 1 Term 2 

-I ¢P(r, 8, (1):8 ~P(r, 8, (1)d8dVds1'-1 ¢P(r, 8, (1)s1. ;t/JP(r, 8, (1)dsdl'd~ 
Term 3 

+16P {7';', s,n)O'n~t/JP(j;", s, (1)dsdl'clfi 

Term 4 .. 

Term 5 .. 

(p = 1,2, ... , P). (3.28) 

From this equation it is evident that the adjoint operator is similar to the 

forward operator; the differences arising in the sign of the path length and gradient 

terms, as well as the reversal of the pre and post scattering energies in the catas

trophic scattering term. The continuous adjoint equation can therefore be written 

as 

[-! -s1. V' + O'ns)+] t/JP(;t,s,s1) = t 11 O' PP' (s~s',s1'. (1)t/JP' (it, s',s1')ds1'ds' 
1"'=1 

+ 1 O'P(s, s1' . (1)t/JP(r, s, s1')cl{!' 

+ QP(r,s,s1) (p = 1,2, ... ,P). (3.29) 

where Q"'(r, s, (1) is the external adjoint source and is completely unrelated to the 

forward source q"'{i;', 8, (1). In fact, the forward source represents some physical distl'i

bution of particles, while the adjoint source is chosen to produce a desired physical 

result without having to determine the forward flux. The relationship between the 

forward and adjoint problems is determined by mUltiplying Eq. (2.20) by t/J"'W, s, (2), 
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subtracting Eq. (3.29), multiplying by ¢P(f',B,n), and integrating the result over all 

phase space variables, 

(3.30) 

Making use of Eq. (3.1) it is evident that 

(3.31) 

This equation provides the link between the forward and adjoint problems. The 

desired result, usually related to the forward flux, determines the form of the adjoint 

source. For example, suppose it was desired to determine the total energy deposited 

by particles p within a region V bounded by a free surface S. Further, suppose that 

the forward source consists of particles of identity p', distributed in some fashion 

within the material region. The result could be obtained by solving the forward 

equation and integrating the result multiplied by the appropriate energy deposition 

cross section U~DXS(;;,,8), i.e. 
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Total Energy Deposited = I O'~DXS{f', 8)ifJP(r, 8, n)dsdVdn. (3.32) 

By comparison to Eq. (3.30) the outgoing adjoint surface fluxes, and path length 

surface sources are set to zero. From the remaining source terms it is evident that 

the total energy deposited may also be obtained from the adjoint flux, i.e., 

if 

(3.34) 

It is interesting to note that the identity of the forward source particle is 

inconsequential. In other words, the energy deposited by particle p can be de

termined for a forward source of any particle, once the adjoint flux has been 

determined. 

3.4 Discretization of t.he Adjoint Equat.ion 

Discretization of Eq. (3.29) is accomplished by the same methods employed 

in Sections 2.4 through 2.8 for discretizing the forward set of equations, resulting 

in, 

.I.p,m .I,p,m + In~ I [.T.p,1lI .T.p,m] 
'i"g-idkl - 'i"g+t,jkl t:.Xj 'i"g,j-t,kl- 'i"g,i+t,kl 

Inml +_Y_ [IjJP,m _IjJP,m ] 
t:.Yk gj,k-t,l gj,k+t,l 
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P loot 

= '"" '"" '"" '"" pip y:n(Am).T.II,pl L.J L.J L.J L.J Ue,gg',jkl t H 'l"C,g'ikl 
p/=1 gl=G £=0 n=-C 

(p= 1,2, ... ,Pi 9 = G,G -1, ... , Ij m = 1,2, ... ,111'), 

i=I,2, ... ,Jj k=I,2, ... ,[(j 1=1,2, ... ,L), (3.35) 

where lP:jkl denotes b.S:ikltfJ:ikl' Equation (3.35), along with the set of diamond 

difference equations 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

forms the complete set of Discretized Adjoint Equations (DAE) suitable for 

numerical solution. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

THE ADJOINT OF THE DISCRETIZED FORWARD EQUATION 

For a given inner product definition each linear operation has a unique adjoint. 

However, since an operator may be represented by an infinite number of numerical 

representations, there is no guarantee that the discretization of an adjoint equation 

leads to a form that is adjoint to the discret.ized forward equation. In fact, it can 

be shown that Eqs. (3.35-3.39), the set of Discretized Adjoint Equations (DAEs), 

are not adjoint to the set of EOl'ward Discretized Equations (FDEs), Eqs. (2.52-2-

56). To obtain the adjoint of the discretized forward equation use is made of t.he 

discretized analog of Eq. (3.1), 

(4.1) 

where ci> is the column matrix of forward discretized fluxes, ¢{'';" ~ is th column 

matrix of adjoint discretized fluxes, ¢:,j"k/l C1) is the diagonal matrix of discretized 

forward particle operators, and ct, is the diagonal matrix of discretized adjoint. 

particle operators. Applying Eq. (4.1), Eq. (3.35), 

P 1 00 £ 
I' -p,m _ "" "" "" "" PI" n( • m -n,p' + U'gjk/¢gjkl - L..J L..J L..J L..J Ue,gg',jklYe n )¢e,g'jk/ 

1"=1 U'=G £=0 n=-£ 



(p = 1,2, ... , Pj 9 = 0,0- 1, ... , Ij m = 1,2, ... , Iv!), 

i=I,2, ... ,Jj k=I,2, ... ,](j 1=1,2, ... ,L), 

is multiplied by the discrctized forward flux quantity, 

and subtracted from Eq. (2.52), 

+ P ):p,ln_ 
U',gjkl'l'gjkl -

P G 00 e 
E E E E ur.'::g,jkl}"£n(nln)¢~,~~kl 
1"'=1 g'=1 £=0 n=-£ 

(p=I,2, ... ,Pj 9=1,2, ... ,0; m=I,2, ... ,.M), 

i=I,2, ... ,Jj k=I,2, ... ,](j 1=1,2, ... ,L), 

multiplied by the discretized adjoint flux quantity, 

64 

(3.35) 

(4.2) 

(2.52) 

(4.3) 
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The result is then summed over all particles and phase space variables. However, 

since the equations are not truly adjoint, the proper cancellation of terms does 

not occur. By adjusting terms in the DAE's, specifically by adding path length 

ratios, an Adjoint of the Discretized forward Equations (ADEs) is formed. As in 

the previous chapter, for the sake of clarity each term will be handled separately. 

Furthermore, the large number of variables requires the introduction of the compact 

notation 

T:tk'.'t P G J I( L AI 

E =EEEEEE, ( 4.4) 
~',~','i' p=1 g=1 j=1 k=1 1=1 111=1 

for the representat.ion of multiple sums. 

4.1 The Path Length Terms 

Performing the operations outlined above on the path length terms gives 

~,~,tt [,T.p,m ..I..p,lII .T.p,m ..I..p,m .4:p,m .I,p,m .4:p,m.l,p,1II 1 
Tl = ~ A A A 'l"g,jkl'l"u+!.jkl- 'l"g,jkl'l"g_!,jkl - 'l"U,jkl'l"U-!,jkl + 'l"g,jkl'l"g-!-t,jkl 

L....t WmLlXjLlYkLlZI 6. p • 
p,g,m Su,jkl 
J,~,I 

(4.5) 

Making use of the diamond difference relations 

(2.53) 

(3.36) 

the term in the brackets of Eq. (4.4) reduces to, 
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Tl - g+!dkl g-!,jkl (¢""tn _ ¢p,m ) _ g-!,jkl g+!,jkl (t/J""tn _ t/J""m ) 
[

(t/l"tn + t/Jp,m ) (¢",m + ¢p,tn ) ] 

[ I - 2 g+!dkl g-!,jkl 2 g-!,jkl g+!,jk/' 

_ [./,p,m ,I.""m _ .I.p,m ,I.""m ] 
- 'f'g+!,jkl'f'g+!,jkl 'f'g_!,jkl'f'g_!,jkl' (4.6) 

after application of the distributive law. Removing the energy group summation 

from the overall Phase Space sum and applying to the term in brackets leads to, 

Tl .I.""tn A.fiJ,nl .1.fiJ,m ,l.fiJ,m + .1.'" ,It I ,I.""tn .1."",/ ,l.fiJ,tn 
[ I = 'f'~,jkl'f'~/kl-'f' !,jkl'f' !,jkl 'f'!f,'f'!dk' - 'f'~f''f'~,jk'"'''' 

.1.P,m / ,l.fiJ,tn + .I.""m / ,I.""tn + .I.p,m ,l.fiJ,m (4 7) 
•••••• - 'f'g-!f,'f'g-!dk' 'f'g-!f''f'g-tdk'······ 'f'G+!,jkl'f'G+!,jkl' • 

where it is evident that all but the first and last terms identically cancel. Therefore 

the path length terms reduce to sums over the top and bottom edges of the first 

and last energy group, respectively, 

P,l>( 
J.K.L 

Tl """ 10. 10. 10. (.I,p,m ,l.fiJ,m .I,p,m ,I.""m ) = L..J WmWXjwYkwZI 'f'G+!,jkl'f'G+!dkl - 'f'tdkl'f't,jkl • 
PI'" 
J ••• I 

(4.8) 

This term is the discretized analog to the first term that appears in Eq. (3.31), 

which proves that the discretized adjoint and forward path length terms arc adjoint 

as stated, given the diamond difference relations, Eqs. (2.53) and (3.36). 
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4.2 The Streaming Terms 

Since each of these terms is virtually identical to each other, only the x mesh 

term is considered here. The form of the analogous y and z mesh terms will be 

stated last. Performing the operations as stated in the first section shows the x 

streaming term (Term 2 = T2) to be, 

(4.9) 

Making use of the diamond difference relations, 

(2.54) 

(3.37) 

this simplifies to, 

p.G,'" - - m - -
J,K,L [t/Jl'Ir,n ¢l'I. - rpPI~n t/JPIr,n 1 

T2 - "Inml 1\ 1\ g,J+t,kl UoJ+t,kl gIJ-t,kl gIJ-t,kl 
- L..J Hz WmuYkuZI b. P • 

",R,m Sg,ikl 
J,4,I 

(4.10) 

Removing the x mesh summation from the overall phase space sum and applying it 

to the term in brackets gives, 
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From this equation it is apparent that in only one specific case, that of a 

homogeneous medium, will the proper cancellation of the inner surface terms occur. 

To obtain the propel' cancellation for multiple media, one of three options must be 

chosen; the forward equations may be altered, the adjoint equations may be altered, 

or both set of equations may be altered simultaneously. All three course of action 

would lead to sets of equations that are adjoint to one another if the alterations are 

chosen properly. However, since a computer code solving the FDEs pre-existed at 

the start of this work, the second option was the logical choice. 

From a rearrangement of Eq. (4.10), 

it is apparent that the adjoint equations must include a path length ratio for the 

proper cancellation to occur. To this end the x mesh term of the adjoint equation 

is rewritten as, 
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( 4.13) 

and the diamond difference relation (Eq. 3.36) as, 

( 4.14) 

With these changes Eq. (4.9) becomes, 

(4.15) 

so that when the x mesh sum is performed the inner surface terms cancel, 

-p,rn ~ -p,rn -p,rn ~ -p,rn tPg J-i! ',~g J_a kl .T.p,rn ,i;p,rn tPg J_1 kl~g J_1 kl 
" 1 ~I 'I-' J+1 kl'l-' J+1 kl 1 ~ 1 ~I 

-~-'-:::~---+ g, " g, " - --..!-~---
Lls;IJ_1,kl Lls;IJ+l,kl Lls;,Jkl 

( 4.16) 

leaving 
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The y and z mesh terms and manipulations are identical to those presented 

above for the x mesh term with the exception of the identifying subscripts. In other 

words, if the adjoint terms are adjusted such that, 

l!lnll [ D.s
P

, 1 y mesh term =_Y- iPp'r:a 1 - iPP,~1 1 g}l.:l, 
D.yl.: g,1,1.:- 2,1 g,1,1.:+ 2 ,I D.sP '1.:+1 I . g,J, I 

( 4.17) 

and 

( 4.18) 

and the diamond difference rclations altercd to 

.T.p,nI _ 1 ( D.s~jkl .I,p,rn + .I,p,rn ) 
'Pgjl.:l -2 D.s~,j,k+I" 'Pg,j,k+t,1 'Pg,j,k-t,1 ' 

(4.19) 

and 

( 4.20) 

These terms when summed over the k and I subscripts, respectively, reduce 

to, 

PJG;:" -p,nI -p,nI -p,nI -p,nI 
, (t/J 'K+l IrP 'L'+l I t/J, .l IrP '.l ') T3 - ~ lonll A, A g,1, 2' g,1," " _ g,1'2' g,102 ' 

- ~ Hy W rn LlX1 LlZI D. p D. p , 
p,g,", Sg,j,K+I,1 Sg,j,I,1 

),/ 

(4.21) 

and 
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P,G,'" -.., m -.., nl - ... m -.., m 
J,t< (I/J"', ¢"', I/J"', ¢"', ) 

T4 - "" Inml A, A O,Jk,L+, g,Jk,L+t _ g,Jk" g,Jk" - L....t HZ WmL.lXJL.lYk A p A P • 
p,g,m L.lBg,jk,L+l L.lBg,jk,l 
J,. 

( 4.22) 

4.3 The Total Cross Section Term 

This term is obviously self adjoint as demonstrated in the previous chapter. 

For the sake of formality, however, the term is included here as well: 

( 4,23) 

4.4 The Catastrophic Scattering Term 

In analyzing this term it is necessary to return to the form of the equation in 

which the moment definition has not been used, i.e., 

Forward Term .. 

'" Adjoint Term 
(4.24) 

Now letting 
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g' -+ 9 and 9 -+ g', (4.25) 

m' -+ m and m -+ m', 

p' -+ p and p -+ p', 

in the adjoint term, gives 

( 4.26) 

( 4.27) 

1~.a,A' 

J,K,L A A A (PIGI M 
00 £ ) 

'"" t..:.Xjt..:.Ykt..:.ZI '"" '"" '"" }-l'n(Am)ll'n(Am') P'p :i.m'IP'.i:"',P L...J 6s P' L...J L...J L...J WmW",' e a e a (1'e,g'g,jkl'f'g'jkl If'gjkl • 

p'j~~:r" g',jkl plg=G,m £=0 n=-£ 

(4.28) 

Recognizing that the order of summation is irrelevant, the primed and unprimcd 

summations are switched to recover the original phase space sum yielding, 

P,G,A' I 

J,K,L (PIGIA! 00 £ (1'P P 
Term 6 = '"" 6x·6Yk6~1 '"" '"" '" W W ,fo"n(s1I11')yn(s1m ) £lg'g,jkl.i.r~IP:i.m',IP' L...J J ... ~ L...J L...J m m C e 6 p If'gJkl'f'g'Jkl 

j't; p',g',m' £=0 n=-e Sg,ikl 

P,G,M 00 e (1'~"P) 
'" '" '" W W , }I'II(s1"')yn(s1m ') C,g'g,jkl :i."".'p'.i.n~IP 
L...J L...J L...J '" m e £ A p' '" g' Jkl If' gJkl , 

p',g',m' (=0 n=-t t..:.Sg',ikl 

(4.29) 

It is clear that the terms are now identical with the exception of the 

values of 6s that appear in the denominator. This situation is remedied by 

redefining the cross sections that appear in the adjoint equations, i.e., 
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(4.30) 

With this modification to the adjoint equation this term is identically zero. 

4.5 The Soft Collisional Scattering Term 

This term is very similar to the preceding with t.he exception that only the 

angular variable requires switching. Performing the required manipulations shows 

this term to be 

( 4.31) 

Removing the angular variable sum from the Phase Space sum, and letting 

m' -+ m and m -+ m', (4.32) 

in the second term only, 

( 4.33) 
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Recognizing from symmetry that 

qP,mm' _ p,m'm 
g,jkl - q g,jkl , 

reversing the order of summation, and redefining the cross section for the adjoint 

equation to be, 

p,m'm _ Wm p,m'm 
q g,jkl - W

m
, q g,jkl , 

shows Term 7 to be, 

(4.34) 

4.6 The Ext.ernal Source Term 

Performing the indicated operations on each of the external source terms 

results in 

or 

~x ( ) 'I1 8 ~ A 6. 6. .T.p,m p,m J:p,m' QP,m erm = L.J WmL.JoXj Yk ZI 'l-'gjklqgjkl - 'l-'gjkl gjkl • 
PIQ,m 
J,.,I 

( 4.35) 

( 4.36) 
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4.7 The Adjoint of the Discretized Equation 

In conclusion, it has been shown by the previous manipulations that the 

discretized adjoint equation is in fact not adjoint to the discret,ized forward equa

tion. However, in performing the manipulations it was possible to adjust the terms 

of the original equations to form a set that was adjoint, 

+ In~·1 [.T.p,m .T.p,m 6S;ikl ] 
6z1 'f'gik,/-t - 'f'gik,l+t 6.9;,ik,/+l 

P 1 00 e 6 p' 
P .T.p,m _ "" "" "" "" pp' Sg'dk/ll'n(Am) -n,p' 

+u,gikl'f'gikl - L.J L.J L.J L.J Ue,gg',ikl 6.9P • e H tPC,o'jkl 
p'=1 o'=G e=o n=-e g,}kl 

AI 
"" Wm p,m'm -p,m' QP,m 6 p 

+ L.J ;Jug,ikl tPgjkl + gjkl Sgjkl' 
m'=! m 

( 4.37) 

with 

( 4.38) 

_1 (6S;jkl p,m p,m) 
--2 6.9P tP!I }.+~ kl + tPg }'-~ kl • 

g,i+!,kl '2' '2' 
( 4.39) 

( 4.40) 

( 4.41) 
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for 

(p = 1,2, ... , Pj 9 =G, G - 1, ... ,lj m = 1,2, ... , M), 

j = 1,2, ... ,Jj k =1,2, ... ,[(j 1= 1,2, ... ,L). 

In addition, it was also shown that the discretized forward equation and it's adjoint 

are related by the equation, 

P,M 
J,K,L 

O - ~ W A A A (.',1',111 .l.p,m .I,p,m .1.1',111 ) 
- L..J III

UXjuYk uZI 'f'G+;,ikl'f'G+;.jkl - 'f';'jkl'f';.jkl 
p"n 
i,.,1 

P~t( (tjjp,m ;pp,m ;pp,m ;pp,1II ) 
+ ~ Inml A A o,J+t,kl O,J+t,kl _ o,t,kl o,t,kl 

L..J Hz WllluYkuZI A I' A I' 
p,g,," UBg,J+I,kl UBg,lkl 

.,1 

p,a,M -" III -" III -" m -" m 
J,L (!/Jr". 1><',. !/Jr" 1>'-', ) 

+ ~ Inllli A ,A O,J,I\+;'1 O,J,I\+;,1 _ g,J,t,1 O,J,t,1 
L..J Hy Will uX J uZI 6. I' 6. I' 

p,g,m Sg,j,h'+I,1 BO,j,I,1 
i,1 

p,a,M - - m --
J I( (!/Jp,m 1>1', !/Jp,1II 1>p,m ) 

+ ~ Inml A, A o,ik,L+; O.jk,L+! _ O,lk,! o,ik,! 
L..J H= WllluXJuYk A I' P 

p,g,," u.'Jo,jk,L+1 6.so,jk,1 
i,· 

( 4.42) 
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CHAPTER 5. 

CEPXS 

The CEPXS (Qoupled Electron Photon Cross [X] S,ection)14 code was 

developed for generating cross sections for use in standard discrete ordina.tes trans

port solvers, specifically ONEDANT-LD!o. The cross sections produced describe the 

coupled transport of electron, positrons, and photons. The difficulties of charged 

particle transport as detailed in Chapter 2, are handled by the CEPXS-ONEDANT 

package in a rather unique manner. To understand the approach taken some 

preliminary background information is necessary. 

The equations solved by this code package are equivalent to the 

Boltzmann-CSD description, 

[n.V' + CTt] rpP(J-t, E,n) = t if CTf:P(E'-tE,n'.D.)rpr,p'(E',n)dE'dn' 
p'=! J 

+ :E [R~(E)rpP(J-t, E, D.)] 

+ ()~ [R~(E)rpP(J-t, E, n)] + QP(r, E, n), 

for 

P =1,2, ... ,Pi 

and where 

CTP'P(E'-tE,n'. n)dEdn' =The p' to p differential catastrophic scattering 

cross section, 

R~(E) =The restricted collisional stopping power 

for particle p, 

(5.1) 



R~(E) =The restricted radiative stopping power 

for particle p. 
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Since ONEDANT was designed as a neutral particle transport solver, no 

explicit numerical representation exists for the restricted CSD operators that ap

pear in the equation above. In preference to altering the ONEDANT algorithm 

to include an explicit CSD representation, an approach developed by MOl'el8 ,30 was 

selected instead. In this method, a set of pseudo-multigroup Legendre cross sec

tions are generated by CEPXS. These pseudo cross sections are equivalent to a 

second order diamond differenced form of the restricted CSD operators that appear 

in Eq. (5.1). (The second order approximation is necessary to reduce the numer

ical energy loss straggling.) When combined with catastrophic components these 

pseudo cross sections are applicable to an equation identical in form to the standard 

multigroup Boltzmann SN equations, 

p = 1,2, ... ,P; g' =1,2, ... ,G; m = 1,2, ... ,1v[; (5.2) 

The cross sections 

I' d 1"1' 
(1'g" an (1 l,gg' 

are aggregate constants representing a number of different interactions. They con

tain components from both catastrophic events and the soft collisions that have 

been modeled by the restricted CSDA. For example the aggregate e'h order Legen

dre multigroup electron-to-electron scattering matrix includes, 



where 

ee 
(J(J _ C K B E IE 

Ue,gg' - Ue,gg' + Ue,gg' + Ue,gg' + Ue,gg' + Ue,gg' 

Uf,gg, = collisional scattering cross section including 
components from catastrophic collisions as well 
as pseudo cross section representing the CSDA 
as applied to soft collisions, 

utgg' = knock-on production cross section, electrons 
produced as secondaries from catastrophic as 
well as soft collisions, 

u?,gg' = Bremsstrahlung scattering cross section including 
components from catastrophic collisions as well 
as pseudo cross sections representing the CSDA 
as applied to soft radiative collisions, 

uf.gg, = clastic scattering cross section, 

uf.gg, = Auger (o.zM) electron production 
following impact ionization. 
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(5.3) 

The advantage of this method is obvious, the cross sections generated can 

technically be used by any standard discrete ordinates code developed to solve the 

Boltzmann neutral particle transport equation. In effect, the physics unique to 

charged particle transport is first solved by CEPXS. However, the aggregate cross 

sections so generatcd arc non-physical to the extent that no microscopic countcr 

part exists. 

In contrast to this approach, the focus of this effort was to continue work 

on a numerical transport solver that explicitly solves the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis 

equations as presented in Chapters 2-4. Consequently, to take advantage of the cross 

section generating capabilities of CEPXS, alterations to that code were required to 

obtain cross sections amenable to this solution technique. 
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5.1 CEPXS General Information 

In this section the specifics of the method and assumptions used by CEPXS 

in generating the energy dependent multigroup constants is examined. 

A macroscopic differential cross section defines the probabilityt that a collision 

for a particle at some energy and angle will result in particles emerging at some 

other energy and angle. For example, 

O'(E'~E,n'~n)dEdn = the probability that a particle 
will be scattered from energy E' to the differential 
element dE about energy E and from direction n' 
to the differential element eln about n. 

Since only rarely does the differential cross section actually contain an 

azimuthal dependence these cross sections may be written in terms of the cosine of 

the angle between the incident and emergent directions, 

(5.4) 

where 

(5.5) 

Furthermore, CEPXS assumes that the differential cross sections are separable in 

energy and angle: 

(5.6) 

where 

t On a more practical note, as used within a discrete ordinates code the 
macroscopic differential cross section is the number of collisions per unit track
length that a particle of a particular energy and direction has resulting in a particle 
at the emergent energy and angle. 



/(11) = a normalized angular distribution. 
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(5.7) 

The first step employed in obtaining the multigroup constants is to divide the 

energy range of interest into a finite number of groups, G, as shown in Figure 5.1. 

Ecutoff 

1 2 ••• 9 • • • G-1 G 

ES/2 Eg-1/2 Eg+1/2 

Figure 5.1 Energy Grid Structure 

Continuing, the cross section is then expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials, 

i.e., it is assumed that, 

(5.8) 

where 

(5.9) 

or 

(5.10) 

upon insertion of Eq. (5.4) and integration over the azimuthal angle. 

It is important to realize at this point that the actual definition of the 

multigroup constants is integrally tied to the transport equation itself. The con

stants arise as the result of an integration of the transport equation over an energy 
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group and therefore must be flux weighted if the original collision densities are to 

be preserved. Since the flux is obviously not known beforehand it is necessary to 

make some approximations. CEPXS first makes the implicit assumption that the 

flux is a separable function of energy and angle, i.e., 

¢(,~,E,n) = t/J(E)¢(it,n), (5.11) 

thus eliminating the introduction of the angular dependence to the total cross sec

tion and moments mentioned in Chapter 2. Secondly, CEPXS assumes that the 

energy variation ,t/J(E), may be approximated as a piecewise constant over all energy 

groups, that is 

t/J(E) = Cg = a group wise constant for Eg_! ~ E ~ Eg+!. 

Under these assumptions the multigroup consta.nts reduce to simple averages 

over the groups, 

(5.12) 

Similarly the total scattering cross section is also approximated as a strict 

average over a group of the zeroth moment, 

Eg-t E 

(Tag = 6~g f dE f (To (E-tE')dE', 

Eg+t Em'" 

(5.13) 

where 

(To(E'-tE) = 0 for E < Emin. (5.14) 
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Note that only in the case of Emin > Eeulo!l is the total scattering cross section equal 

to the muItigroup sum, 

G 

(1'8g = l: (1'O,gg" 

g'=1 

(5.15) 

In the event that Emin < E eulo!! the difference between the total cross section and 

the muItigroup sum in considered effective absorption, 

G 

(1'a./I,g = (1'8g - l: (1'O,gg" 

g'=1 

Other react,ion types, such as true absorption, energy and charge deposition, 

etc., are also averaged with the same group constants identified above. For exa.mple, 

the group 9 absorption cross section becomes, 

Eg _! 

(1'ag = 6.~g J (1'a(E)dE 

Eg+! 

5.2 Path Length Cross Section Conversion 

(5.16) 

Now that the cross section generation method of CEPXS has been briefly 

explained it is necessary to address the conversion of the cross sections for use in a 

discretized form of a Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation. The are two portions of 

the conversion process that must be discussed. 

First of all, since the aggregate cross sections produced by CEPXS contain 

elements of both catastrophic and soft interactions in the multigroup format, it was 

necessary to separate the two reaction classes. This was accomplished by adding an 
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option to CEPXS that when activated yields conventional catastrophic multigroup 

cross sections along with explicit values of media stopping powers. In actuality 

the changes to the code, although extensive in number, were minor in impact and 

involved 

(1) the addition of input option keywords to trigger the generation of the 

required data in the proper format for both a forward and adjoint solu

tion, 

(2) programming to preserve the independence of the catastrophic and soft 

collisional reactions, and 

(3) programming to generate a large number of moment.s for the individual 

group elastic scattering kernels to facilit.at.e the generat.ion of SMART 

scattering matrices. 

No changes at all were required to the basic physics routines. However, as will be 

seen in a later seetion, some post processing correct.ions were required to obtain 

cross sections that completely preserved particles. The actual details of the coding 

additions are documented in Appendix A. 

Secondly, since the multigroup cross sect.ions are produced from energy 

dependent data, it was also necessary to establish the legitimacy of using these 

constants in a pat.h length dependent solver. To fully understand the implications 

of directly using the consta.nts genera.ted by CEPXS in a path length solver, it is 

necessary to retrace some of the previous work. Recall that under the assumption 

of separability Eq. (5.11) the flux weighted cross section moments are defined as, 

(5.17) 
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CEPXS assumes that rp(E} may be approximated as a group wise constant, i.e., 

(5.18) 

Wtih this assumption, the group to group cross section moments reduce to simple 

averages, 

E E' ,-; ,-; 

Ul,gg' = 6~g J dE J uc(E ~ E')dE'. 
E.l E' 
,t~ ,t; 

(5.19) 

Now in terms of the path length variable s and under an equivalent separabilit,y 

assumption, 

the cross section moments are defined as, 

a' B,_; ,_; 
J ds J ds'uc(s ~ s')rp(s) 

8.1 8' 
,t~ It; 

UC,gg' = ---....".:....-----B,_ ; 
J dsrp(s} 

8,t; 

In order for the moments to be equivalent, that is for, 

UC,gg' = Ue,gg', 

the weighting for the path length moments must be 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 



since 

tjJ(s)ds = tjJ(E)dE. 

With this weighting factor Eq. (5.21) becomes, 

since, 

and 

8' 
8 gt ! gt! 

f R(E)ds f ds' R(E')udE(s) ~ E(s')] 
8 g _! 8~_! 

;;£,gg' = -----..::---------8 gt , 

f R(E)cls 
Bg_! 

(Eo clE' 
S(E)=JE I dEIE') I 

E dB 

ds -1 -1 
clE = d~~E) = R(E)' 

clE' 
Ut(s ~ s') =ue[E(s) ~ E(s')] cis' . 
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(5.24) 

reJy 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

In other words, the moments as generated by CEPXS are equivalent to a stopping 

power weighted set of path length cross sections, as long as the one-to-one corre

spondence between the energy and path length group boundaries (See Figure 5.2) is 

maintained. This latter restriction is the same as requiring homogeneity within each 
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spatial for which cross sections are genemted since stopping powers arc media de

pendent. In addition, each of the other cross sections such as the total, absorption, 

etc., computed by CEPXS are equivalent to stopping power weighted constants. 

5.3 Electron & Positron Interaction Processes 

CEPXS accounts for a great many physical processes in determining the 

various cross sections applicable to describing the transport of electrons, positrons, 

and photons. A explanation of each of the physical processes and equations used 

is included in the physics reference guide distributed with CEPXS. For electrons 

and positrons a brief description of the relevant interactions, paraphrased from this 

manual and supplemented by additional reference material is presented here. Along 

with the description section are explanations as to how the cross sections produced 

by CEPXS have been tailored for usc in a multi-path length Boltzmann/Spencer

Lewis SN transport solver. These cross sections differ to the extent that the aggre

gate transfer matrices, i.e., the group-to-group transfer matrices, contain elements 

from catastrophic reactions alone. The soft collisional reactions are handled by the 

restricted CSD approximation and SMART scattering. 

In CEPXS t.he cross sections generat.ed for all interactions involving posit.rons 

are identical to those of electrons with the exception of t.he annihilation process. 

The explanations that appear below are therefore equally valid for bot.h particles, 

although written for the most part in term of electrons only. The annihilation 

reaction is t.aken up separately in the last portion of this section. 

5.3.1 Electron & Positron Collisional Scattering 

CEPXS divides collisional scattering into two classes of reactions, catastrophic 

and soft. The demarcation between the two reaction types is completely arbitrary. 

The methodology for determining this boundary, as implemented by CEPXS, is 
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based on the group structure chosen for a particular problem. The method for the 

boundary selection is illustrated by Figure 5.3. This figure portrays, in terms of the 

energy grid, the definition of a catastrophic collision from the viewpoint of a primary 

particle in group 9 of energy E. Note that the immediately adjacent group, g+ 1, as 

well as the energy range (E ~ Eo+!) within group 9 is inaccessible to the primary 

as the result of the collision. In addition, any energy ::; ~ is also inaccessible. The 

difference between these two regions is that the former is the domain of the soft 

collisional scatter, while the latter is the energy range of the secondary particle 

produced by a catastrophic collision. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate this delineation. 

A description of each of these three processes and CEPXS' handling of each follows. 

5.3.1.1 Catastrophic: Collisional Scattering. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, 

a catastrophic collisional scattering event involves the collision between an incident 

electron or positron with an atomic: electron. Mollert cross section theory is used 

by CEPXS to describe this interaction process. 

Since after an inelastic collision two electrons emerge, the identity of the 

primary and secondary electrons after the collision is arbitrary. By convention t.he 

particle wit.h the higher energy is consider the primary and the other the knock

on, or secondary particle. It is this convention that accounts for the minimum 

post collision energy of ~ for the primary. Since the Moller differential cross section 

becomes singular as Ep~E it is also necessary to restrict the maximum post collision 

energy to Eg+~' 

Since the emergent angle and energy of the primary arc kinematically related, 

the catastrophic cross section may be written, 

t One of the basic assumptions behind the derivation of this cross section model 
is that the incident electron collides with a free atomic electron. That is to say, the 
binding energy of the struck electron is completely neglected. The validity of this 
approximation depends on the relationship between the incident electron's energy 
and the binding energy of the struck electron. 
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Primary 

Secondary 

Before After 

Figure 5.4 A Catastrophic Collisional Scatter 

(5.27) 

where 

(5.28) 

and 

mo = electron rest mass energy. (5.29) 

With this information the group-to-group catastrophic cross section moments 

are, 



where 

and 

Eg_; Eg,_; 

uf.io, = 6~g / dEp / H(6Ep)Pc(/Jp)ufC(E~Ep)dE 
Eg+; MAX[Eg,+;,fl 

g' = g+ 2,g+ 3, ... ,G, 

H( hE) { 1, if 6Ep > 0; 
L.l P = 0, 'f "E o· lL.lp~; 

The total catastrophic scattering cross section is similarly defined, 

Eg_; Eg+~ 

u~c = 6~g / dEp / ufC(E~Ep)dE = ufuc. 

Eg+; f 
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(5.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

The second equality in Eq. (5.33) results from the fact that electrons and positrons 

do not have real absorption cross sections of any appreciable magnitude in the 

energy ranges of interest. Effective absorption is important only when f < Ecuto//' 

In this case the absorption cross section is 

G 
CC _ cc '" CC uag -Utg - ~ UO,gg" (5.34) 

g'=g+2 

Since particle absorption leads to the deposition of energy and charge the cross 

sections for these reactions are, 



G 
CC _ cCE '" cc E 

UEO -U,O 0 - L.." UO,OO' g't 

CC_ CC 
UCO -Uao t 

0'=0+2 
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(5.35) 

(5.36) 

respectively. Furthermore, primaries undergoing effective absorption are not asso

ciated with a knock-on electrons. The reason being that any knock-on would also 

be produced below the cutoff by definition. 

5.3.1.2 Knock-On Production. As mentioned above knock-on electrons 

are by convention the least energetic electrons that emerge from a catastrophic 

collisional scatter, i.e., electrons with post collision energies < f.. In this instance 

the Moller cross section is written as differential in the knock-on energy and angle, 

(5.37) 

where 

(5.38) 

thus providing a direct correlation in most cases between the primary and knock

on electron. The one exception, as alluded to in the section above, occurs when a 

knock-on would be produced below the problem cutoff energy. Figure 5.5 also shows 

the conditions under which knock-ons are not produced. Although the physics of the 

collision would allow for the production of secondaries, the dark shaded region from 

EG+! ~ Ems is forbidden from the CEPXS point of view. In this case the primary 

electron is not correlated with any knock-on electron. The Knock-on electrons 

group-to-group production cross section moments are therefore defined as, 
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where 

and 

Eg_+ MIN[i',Eg,_+l 

O'f.gg, = Do~g J dE J H(DoEa)Pe(lla)O'r(E-4Ea)dEa 

Eg++ Eg,++ 

g' =g+2,g+3, ... ,G, 

H(DoEs) = { 1, 
0, 

if DoEa > OJ 
if DoEs S OJ' 
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(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the opposite situation to Figure 5.5. In this case the 

minimum knock-on energy (Ems) as the result of a catastrophic collision is above 

the cut-off energy,EG+~' Since there is nothing about Eq. (5.39) that prevents the 

production of knock-ons between EG+! and Ems, these secondaries are necessarily 

associated with soft collisions despite the fact that a direct correlation between soft 

collisions and knock-on production does not exist. 

Finally, although knock-on production does not contribute to either the total 

or absorption interaction rates, the secondary total production cross section for 

knock-ons is defined as, 

G 
I( _ '" I( 

O"g - L....t Uo,gg" (5.42) 
g'=g+2 

which is simply the total number of knock-ons produced as a result of a primary 

collision. Since these knock-ons carry away both charge and energy from the site of 

a catastrophic collision, 

G 

uK - '" uK e,g - - L....t O,gg' (5.43) 
g'=g+2 

and 
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G 

U K - "UI< E E.g - - L....t O.gg' g' (5.44) 
g'=g+2 

are the knock-on charge and effective energy deposition cross sections, respectively. 

5.3.1.3 Soft Collisional Scattering. As can be seen on the following page 

(Figure 5.7), the remaining energy range (forbidden to primaries involved in a catas

trophic collision) is the energy domain described by soft collisions. Since the colli

sions involved in this range are described by the restricted CSD approximation, it is 

necessary to generate the restricted stopping power. CEPXS defines the restricted 

collisional stopping power for group g as the portion of the total collisional stopping 

power not associated with a catastrophic collision, i.e., 

(5.45) 

where 

SC(Eg ) = total collisional stopping power at the midpoint of group g. (5.46) 

The total collisional stopping power is derived from Bethe theory with a power law 

correction below an arbitrary set point, Esp, i.e., 

where 

-8[log S(E)) I 
x 8[log(E)) E.p' 

and 

Esp =10keV. 

for E> Esp 

for E 5 Esp' 
(5.47) 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 
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This is the first junction at which the cross sections produced by CEPXS for 

ONEDANT-LD (COLD) differ from those required by this work. The next step 

for the COLD cross sections would be to produce pseudo multigroup cross sections 

equal to first or second order differencing of the CSD operator. In preference to 

this, the restricted collisional stopping powers at the mid points of each group are 

accepted as is. Once the contribution from the restricted radiative stopping power 

is obtained (Section 5.3.2.2), the two are combined and used to reconstruct the 

function over the entire energy grid. This total function is then used to compute 

the path length grid for each homogeneous material from Eq. (2.64). 

5.3.2 Electron & Positron Radiat.ive Scattering 

According to classical mechanics, whenever a charged particle experiences 

acceleration it emits radiation (photons) known as Bremsstrahlung (braking) radi

ation. Therefore whenever a charged particle has a collision with the electric field 

of a nucleus or the atomic electrons and is deflected from its path or has its velocity 

changed, radiation is emitted (See Figure 5.8). In any single collision the particle 

can radiate energy ranging from zero to the total initial kinetic energy. In actualit,y, 

according to the quantum-mechanical model there is only a small probability that 

a photon will be emitted each time a particle is deflected. In most cases no phot.on 

is emitted at all. When a photon is emitted it carries a relatively large amount 

of energy. The energy spectrum as determined by experiment agrees well with the 

quantum-mechanical model. As a general rule, the fraction of kinetic energy of the 

particle converted into radiation increases both with the energy of the particle and 

the atomic number of the interacting material. 

As in the case with collisional scattering, radiative scattering is divided into 

catastrophic and soft scattering classes. The catastrophic class is governed by the 

Bremsstrahlung cross section model of Berger and Seltzer31 , while the soft collisions 

are governed by the CSDA. Each of these separate process are discussed in the 

following sub-sections. 
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5.3.2.1 Catastrophic Radiative Scattering. Catastrophic radiative scattering 

is similar in effect to a catastrophic collisional scattering. However, instead of 

two electrons emerging from the collision, the result is an electron with reduced 

energy and a photon. CEPXS assumes that the incident electron is not angularly 

deflected as a result of the photon emission. Under this assumption the catastrophic 

Bremsstrahlung cross section differential in the scattered electron energy and angle 

is written, 

(J'CD(E~E II) = (J'cD(E~E )r5(Jlp - 1.0) 
PI P 27T I 

(5.50) 

where Jlp is the cosine of the angle between the incident and emergent electron. 

Like the Moller cross section the Bremsstrahlung cross section also becomes 

singular as Ep ~ E, that is as the energy of the secondary particle goes to zero 

(E"f ~ 0). As a result the minimum energy of the photon produced from a radiative 

collision in group 9 is set to 

(5.51) 

In addition, since numerical difficulties exist with the Bremsstra.hlung cross sections 

as E"f approaches the incident electron energy E, CEPXS also restricts the maximum 

allowable photon energy. This maximum is arbitrarily set to 0.01 MeV less than 

the incident electron energy, i.e., 

(5.52) 

Each of these points is illustrated in Figure 5.9, which shows the allowable energy 

ranges for both particles due to a catastrophic radiative scatter. 

Under these restrictions the group-t.o-group catastrophic radiative scattering 

cross section moments become, 
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Eg _! Eg ,_! 

0'f.:U, = 6~g / dE / O'cD(E-tEp)dEp 

Eg+! Eg'+! 

g' =g+2,g+3, ... ,G, (5.53) 

since 

Pe(1.0) =1.0 for all t. (5.54) 

The total catastrophic radiative scattering cross section is similarly defined, 

Eg_! Eg+~ 

0'';/ = 6~g / dE / O'cD(E-tEp)dEp = O'~D, 
Eg+! E-E~,"QZ 

(5.55) 

where as before the second equality results from t.he fact that electrons and positrons 

do not have real absorption cross sections of any appreciable magnitude in the energy 

ranges of interest. Effective absorption is important only when Emin < Ecutolf. In 

this case the absorption cross section is 

G 

"" CD L...J O'gg" 
g'=g+2 

(5.56) 

Since particle a.bsorption leads to the deposition of energy and charge the cross 

sections for these reactions are, 

G 
CD _ CDE "" CDE 

O'Eg -O"g 9 - L...J O'gg' g" (5.57) 
g'=g+2 

(5.58) 

respectively. 
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5.3.2.2 Bremsstrahlung Photon Production. Although this section is 

restricted to discussions on the cross sections associated with electrons and 

positrons, it is import.ant at this time to discuss CEPXS' handling of the 

Bremsstrahlung production cross section to maintain continuity. To avoid con

fusion whenever possible in the following discussion the subscipt f is used in place 

of g when referring to a photon energy group. 

To determine the photon production via the Bremsstrahlung differential cross 

section, CEPXS uses a form separable in the energy of the photon and its angular 

distribution, 

where 
1- (32 

2(1- (3JJ)2' 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

and JJ is the cosine angle between the incident electron direction and outgoing photon 

direction (See Figure 5.8), and finally where 

fiE 

(3 -~ - , 
c 

(5.61) 

the ratio of the incoming electron's speed to that of light. 

With this knowledge the group-to-group cross sections for the Bremsstrahlung 

production of photons become, 

(5.62) 
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where 

(5.63) 

The moments of the normalized angular distribution, Ic(E) are determined recur

sively (the details of which can be found in the CEPXS Physics Guide). An ex

amination of Eq. (5.62) shows that a direct energy correlation exists between most 

of the Bremsstrahlung photons and the electrons entering into a radiative collision. 

However, as was the case with catastrophic collisions, if the minimum allowable 

photon energy is less than the cutoff (E'Y,min < Ecuto/l) electrons losing energy as 

the result of catastrophic radiative scattering are not correlated with any photon. 

In the event that E'Y,min > E cuto/" the photons generated between Ecutol/ and E'Y,min 

must necessarily be associated with soft radiative collisions. 

It is important to note that photon production for group I is only possible if 

the minimum energy, EI+! is less than t.he maximum energy,Eg _! of electron group 

g. This point is more clearly illustrat.ed by Figure 5.10. This figure also illust.rat.es 

an import.ant difference between COLD cross sections and those used by this work. 

The algorithm used to solve the coupled particle multigroup SN Boltzma.nn/Spencer

Lewis equation requires that each particle have exactly the sa.me group stl'l1cture. 

This is true for two reasons, 

(1) the algorithm does not distinguish between particles in terms of the 

energy grid, and 

(2) coding has not been included to properly couple particle groups of dif

ferent widths and number. 

Finally, since photons carry energy away from the site of a Bremsstrahlung 

interaction, the effective energy deposition cross section associated with this reaction 

is, 
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while the total photon production is 

G 

(l'BP - "" (I'{J"( E,g - L....t O,g/ 
/=1 
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(5.64) 

(5.65) 

5.3.2.3 Soft Radiative Scattering. As was the case with collisional 

scattering, the remaining energy range Eg+!~E (forbidden to primaries involved in 

a catastrophic radiative collision) is the domain of soft radiative collisions. Since 

the collisions involved in this range are described by the restricted CSD approxima

tion, it is necessary to generate the restricted stopping power. CEPXS defines the 

restricted radiative stopping power for group g as the portion of the total radiative 

stopping power not associated with a catastrophic radiative collision, i.e., 
Eg_, Eg+~ 

RB(Eg) =SB(Eg) - ~~: J dE J (E- EI')uCB(E~E,,)dEI' 
E.+, E-E~.m.z 

(5.66) 

where 

SB(Eg) = total radiative stopping power at the midpoint of group g. (5.67) 

As was the case with the restricted collisional stopping power, rather than 

producing pseudo multigroup cross sections the restricted radiative stopping power 

values are accepted as is for the purposes of this work. The combination of the 

collisional and radiative restricted stopping powers provides a means for directly 

modeling the small energy losses of the charged particles through the CSDA. 

5.3.3 Elastic Electron Scattering 

In CEPXS the model used for determining the elastic nuclear scattering cross 

section depends on the energy of the electron as seen in the figure below. 
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Regardless of which cross section is used to model the clastic collision, the 

moments of the clastic scattering cross section as calculated by CEPXS are, 

E._! '" • • 
J ¢(E}dE J O'cl(E,n. n'}pc(n. n'}dn' 

el E.+l, 
O'C,gg' = --=------:::--------- Oggl, E._! 

J ¢(E}dE 
E.+l, 

where Oggl is the Kronecker delta. 

(5.68) 

CEPXS then chooses a weight function consistent with elastic scattering, 

¢(E) = 8(E - Eg), (5.69) 

With this weighting function, the moments reduce to the midpoint values of each 

group, i.e., 



el _ el(E) 
(1 t,gg' -(1 t g' 

where 
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(5.70) 

(5.71) 

Finally the total cross section associated with elastic scattering is simply given by 

the zero'" moment of the above cross sections i.e., 

(5.72) 

In the COLD cross section formulation the total elastic scattering cross section is 

simply added to each of the totals for the previous reactions discussed to obtain 

the complete interaction probabilit.y. In addition, the aggregat.e group-t.o-group 

cross sections as indicated by Eq. (5.3) includes the contribution from the clastic 

scattering moments as defined by Eq. (5.70). 

In contrast to this, the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis formulation of this work, 

uses the elastic scattering moments to construct a SMART scattering matrix for 

each group as outlined in Section 2.12 through 2.15. Since SMART scattering ma

trices depend heavily an accurate representation of the Goudsmit-Sauderson distl'i

bution given by Eq. (2.100) many elast.ic scattering moment.s may be necessary to 

construct a properly converged solution. To this end, CEPXS has been altered to 

provide up to 300 moments of the elastic scattering cross sections as given by the 

equations above. In addition, the elastic components have been removed from the 

aggregate cross section totals. 

5.3.4 Relaxation Production 

Relaxation radiation consists of Auger (0' zM) electrons and fluorescence 

photons. Both of these types of radiation are produced as electrons transition to 
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fill vacancies left by an impact ionization and so are intimately tied to the impact 

ionization cross section. In the simplest model used by CEPXS the impact ioniza

tion is restricted to the innermost electron orbit, the K shell. The Kolbenstvedt 

cross section is used when this option is selected. The more complicated and default 

Gryzinski cross section used by CEPXS allows for impact ionization in all but the 

outermost shells. This last caveat is necessary simply because the binding energies 

of the outermost shells in all atoms are less than the cutoff allowed by CEPXS. 

Regardless of which cross section is used the moments associated with the 

production of electron relaxation radiation are given by 

where 

6 28 
IE,i ~~ e" I,i 

(T O,gg' = L...J L...J 71ijU9'9j (T 9 
i=1 j=1 

Eg _! 
(TI,i =_1_ J (TI,i(E)dE 

9 b.E ' 
Eg+! 

= the impact ionization cross section for shell i, 

i = The index of the ionized shell, 

j = The indel1x of the line radiation, 

'1lj =the jlh Auger relaxtion production efficiency for shell i, 

OJ =the jll. Auger electron energy group. 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

Only the zeroth moment appears since Auger electron emission is isotropic. In 

addition, the sums are terminated at the highest shell (5) with binding energies 

above CEPXS' cutoff, the N shell, and at the number of different transitions that 

can follow an impact ionization, 28. 

The moments associated with fluorescence production following impact 

ionization are analogously given by, 



I 

where 

:I: 6 28 
[F,fJ 'Y ~~ '8 I,i 

UO,gl = ~~fJij l!Jug 
i=1 j=1 

71~ =the jt/. fluorescence relaxtion production efficiency for shell i, 

Ii =the jtl. fluorescence photon energy group. 
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(5.75) 

As in some previous interactions Auger electrons and fluorescence photons 

carry energy away from the site of an impact ionization. Therefore the effect.ive 

energy deposition cross section for t.hese reactions is 

G G 
I _ ~ IE E ~ IF E 

UE,u - - ~ UO,gg' u' - ~ uo,ul I' (5.76) 
u'=1 1=1 

Finally the secondary production and charge deposition cross sections for these 

reactions are, 

G G 
I ~ IE ~ IF 

US,g = ~ UO,gg' + ~ Uo,g/' (5.77) 
g'=1 1=1 

and 
G 

I ~ IE 
UC,g = ~ -UO,gg" (5.78) 

g'=g 

respectively. 

5.3.5 Positron Annihilation 

As mentioned at the very beginning of Section 5.4, CEPXS assumes that all 

positron interactions are identical to those of electrons with the exception of anni

hilation. CEPXS restricts the annihilation process to those positrons that undergo 

effective absorption, i.e., that scatter or slow down past the cutoff energy, EG+!. 
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Since the annihilation process isotropically emits two photons each with the 

rest mass energy of an electron, the annihilation cross sectio:n's zerotll moment may 

be written, 

p+-y p+ ~ , 
UO,g/ = 2Uag vII 

where I' is the energy group in which the photons appear, that is the energy group 

enveloping the rest mass energy 0.511 MeV. 

Obviously then the secondary production and energy deposition cross sections 

associated with annihilation may be written. 

5.3.6 Electron & Positron Interaction Summary 

(5.79) 

(5.80) 

Now that each of the electron and positron interactions have been discussed it 

is convenient to summarize these interactions in terms of cross sections generated by 

CEPXS. Table 5.1 is a comparison of the the cross sections that differ significantly 

from those produced by CEPXS for the ONEDANT-LD and SMARTEPANTS 

codes. 

As can be seen both sets are identical with the exception of the weighting 

factor for any of the processes for which a large amount of energy is involved. 

For example, the catastrophic portions of the collisional scattering fall within this 

category. The major difference between the two sets of cross sections is the handling 

of the CSDA portion of the cross sections. The COLD cross sections produce a 

pseudo-set equivalent to a differenced form of the restricted stopping powers for 
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both soft radiative and collisional scattering, while the SMARTEPANTS set uses 

the combined restrictive stopping power to directly model the CSDA through a 

variable transformation to path length. 

5.4 Photon Interactions 

Since photons are neutral particles for which the standard multigroup 

approach is adequate, the cross sections produced are taken directly from CEPXS 

as generated. The fact that the algorithm used by SMARTEPANTS assigns an 

artificial stopping power to the photons is of no consequence. The stopping power 

assigned is so small (::; 1 x 10-1°) for all materials as to negate any contribution to the 

photon physics from this term. Consequently, the path length variable, s, merely 

becomes a dummy variable for energy. 

Given this, rather than repeating the discussion of different photon 

interactions t.he reader is instead referred t.o the CEPXS Physics Guide. 

5.5 Cross Section Energy 13alance 

It is important that the numerical solution to the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis 

equation conserves particles, energy, and charge. The need for particle conservation 

is obvious in flash X-Ray and Photo-Compton current yield problems, while the need 

to conserve charge in charge deposition calculations and to conserve energy in energy 

deposition calcula.tions is equally obvious. In addition, during code development, 

particle, charge, and energy conservation checks serve as invaluable diagnostics. 

While it was found that CEPXS cross sections conserved both particles and charge, 

it was found that energy was not. The discussion that follows, illustrates the manner 

whereby the CEPXS cross sections may be forced to conserve all three quantities. 

Particle and charge conservation are well defined for both the multigroup and 

continuous energy cases. The situation is different for energy conservation. While 



Table 5.1 
CEPXS ONEDANT-LD and CEPXS SMARTEPANTS 

Electron and Positron Interaction Comparison 

Interaction 

Inelantic 
Catastrophic 
Collisional 
Scattering 

Inelastic 
Soft 
Collisional 
Scattering 

Knock-On 
Production 

Inelastic 
Catastrophic 
Radiative 
Scattering 

Inelastic 
Soft 
Radiative 
Scattering 

Bremsstrahlung 
Photon 
Production 

Elastic 
Scattering 

COLD 

Mult,igrollp Moller Cross 
Sections, Constant 
weighted 

Pseudo-Multigroup cross 
sections representing 
a first 01' second order 
differencing of the 
restricted collisional 
stopping power 

Mult,igroup Moller Cross 
sections, constant 
weighted 

Multigroup Bremsstrahlung 
cross sections, constant 
weighted 

Pseudo-Multigroup cross 
sections representing 
a first 01' second order 
differencing of the 
restricted radiative 
stopping power 

Multigroup Bremsstrahlung 
cross sections, constant 
weighted 

Single event cross sections 
with the extended transport 
correction 

SMARTEPANTS 

Multigroup Moller Cross 
Sections,Stopping Power 
weighted 

Explicit representation 
by transformation of the 
restricted collisional 
stopping power 
into a path length variable 

Multigroup Moller cross 
sections, stopping power 
weighted 

Multigroup Bremsstrahlung 
cross sections, stopping 
power weighted 

Explicit representation 
by transformation of the 
restricted radiative 
stopping power 
into a path length variable 

Multigroup Bremsstrahlung 
cross sections, stopping 
power weighted 

SMART Scattering via 
Goudsmi t-Sauderson 
distribution reconstruction 
from a large number of 
elastic scattering moments 
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its meaning is clear for the continuous energy case, there is some ambiguity in the 

multi group setting. For example when a particle of a particular group leaks from 

the system the energy leaving is specified only to within the energy group width. If 

a particle is scattered form one group to another, the energy lost is known only t.o 

within two group widths. 

To eliminate the ambiguity the following assumptions are made: 

(1) The average energy of particles flowing in or out of a mesh cell equals the 

midpoint energy of the cell. 

(2) The average energy of particles scattered into or out of and energy gronp via 

catastrophic collisions equals the mid-point energy of the group. 

(3) Particles treated via the CSDA enter a group at the top energy and leave at 

the bottom. 

(4) The average energy of part.icles born in a group (here we include extraneous 

and production sources) eqnals the mid-point energy of the group. 

If a value other than the mid-point energy were used in assumptions (1), (2), 

and (4), above it is coneeled that the results presented here would be somewhat 

altered. However, given the freedom the mid-point energy is the obvious choice and 

totally in the spirit of the multi group approach. 

If energy, particles and charge are conserved at each mesh cell, then they are 

conserved globally, provided they are conserved as particles transfer from one group 

to another, that is, provided that the multigroup cross sections conserve energy, 

particles, and charge. In short, local conservation implies global conservation if the 

cross sections are conservative. 

The cross sections conserve particles if 

P G 

oorg - oo~ + 00: = L L 00;;' , (5.81) 
p' g' 



charge if 

and energy if 

where 

O'ru = Total cross section (exclusive of those collisions 
modeled by the CSDA) for particle fP and group g, 

O'fg = The absorption cross section for particle fP 
and group g, 

O'~g = The production cross section (for secondary particles of 
all types) due to reactions of particle fP in group g, 

O'gg = The charge deposition cross section (charge deposited in 
the medium per centimeter traveled) for particle fP in 
group g, 

O'~g = The energy deposition cross section (energy deposited in 
the medium per centimeter traveled) for particle fP in 
group g, 

0';;' = The differential production (plus scattering if fP' = fP) 
cross section for the yield of particles fP' in group g' 
due to collisions of particles fP in group g, 

Cp = the charge of particle fP, 

I~I: = the restrictive (soft collision) stopping power for 
particle fP in group g, 

Eg = the mid-point energy of group g, 

ga = the energy group containing the electron rest mass 
energy, Ega - A~qQ ~ 0.511 Mev < Ega + A~qQ, 
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(5.82) 

(5.83) 
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D.Eg being the width of energy group g, and G being the total number of groups. 

Here the subscript g denotes a particular cncrgy group, not (as is often thc case) a 

uniquc combination of particle and encrgy group. 

The first thrce terms on the right hand sidc of Eq. (5.83) rcprcscnt thc cncrgy 

lost by the primary (pel' ccntimctcr travelcd) minus the encrgy of the scconuarics. 

The fourth tcrm is the negativc of thc cncrgy convcrtcd to matter (per ccntimctcr 

travclcd) via pail' production. Note that in compliancc with assumption (4) abovc 

the midpoint energy Eg. is uscd as the rcst mass cncrgy rathcr than 0.511 Mcv. The 

fifth term in Eq. ((5.83) rcprescnts thc mattcr convcrtcd to cncrgy via positron 

annihilation (pCI' centimetcr travelcd). CEPXS assumcs that all annihilation is 

negligiblc for all but thc last group G of positrons. 

The CEPXS cross sections satisfy Eqs.(5.81) and (5.82). Howcvcr, duc to thc 

multigroup approximation thcrc arc somc inconsistcncics wit.h thc cross scctions in 

Eq. ((5.83)): 

a)The right and left hand sides are not norma.lly in perfect balance. 

b )thc third tcrm often cxcecds (in the abscnce of pail' production) thc first. 

That is, for catastrophic collisions the cnergy of the secondaries oftcn cxceeds 

the energy lost by the primary. 

[J± 

c )the values of u~: are often less than I (~~ Ig implying a negative contribution 

to thc encrgy deposition cross section from catastrophic collisions. 

To obtain a more consistent set of cross scctions we replace u::.' ,U~g' uf:g , O"~g, 

and O":!:g by the altered cross sections, u::,' ,U~g' uf:g , U~g, and uf!:g so that the balance 

Eqs. (5.81) through ((5.83)) become 

P G 
p -p -p ~~ -pp' 

0" tg - 0" a + 0" P = L.J L.J 0" gg' , (5.84) 
p' g' 

P G 
p p ~~ p'-lOp' -p 

C O"tg = L.J L.J C O"gg' + O"Cg' (5.85) 
p' g' 



where 

-pp' (1 ) pp' ~?P' 
0' gg' = - a 0' "gg' + au gg' _ l' 

-p - p pp' 
0' ag -0' ag + au S,gG' 

P 
-p - p '"" pp' 
0' Pg -0' Pg - a L.J 0' P,gG' 

p' 

P 

- p - p + '"" PI" UCg -uCg a L.Jcp,ugG, 

p' 

{
U~g, P= "Y 

jjP - P 
Eg - I dE I + E uP P - (3+ (3-dB gag' - , 

pp' pp' 1 . . f pp' 
US,gg' =cSpp,ugg' = t Ie scatterlllg POl'tlOll 0 Ugg' 

and 

pp' tl d t' t' f PI" 0' P,gg' = Ie pro uc IOn porIon 0 0' gg' • 
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(5.86) 

(5.87) 

(5.88) 

(5.89) 

(5.90) 

(5.91) 

For electrons and positrons absorption means scattering below the cut off energy. 

Thus the term Egur;g in Eq. (5.91) represents the energy deposited due to (catas

trophic) scatter below the cutoff energy. This is added to the contribution from soft 

collisions in the bottom line of Eq. ((5.91)), ensuring that iT~g is never less than 

lqel:, where P = (3±. 

To satisfy energy balance we allow a fraction (a) of the scattered particles 

and resultant secondaries to "spill" over into the next lower group, or if 9 = G to 

spill below the cut off energy. Upon substituting Eqs. (5.87) and ((5.91)) into Eq. 

(5.86) the value of a, which always falls between zero and one, is solved for easily. 
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Since we have moved some scattered and secondary particles below the cut off 

energy, the effective absorption cross section should be increased, the production 

cross section decreased and the charge deposition cross section modified as per Eqs. 

(5.88) to (5.90). Note that the cross section modifications do not destroy particle or 

charge balance. To wit, SUbstituting Eqs. (5.87) to (5.89) in Eq. (5.84) gives back 

Eq. (5.81), the original particle balance equation. FUrthermore, substituting Eqs. 

(5.87) and (5.90) into Eq. (5.85) returns Eq. (5.82), the original charge balance 

equation. Thus the modified cross sections conserve particles, charge, and energy. 

CEPXS docs not individually produce both the O"f,~G and O"~,~G' Instead their sum 

O":g is provided. This is not a problem however, since it is the difference 

l' 
-p -p p p ~ pp' 
0"1'0 - O"ao = 0"1'0 - O"ao - L.JO"gG 

pI 

[see Eqs. (5.88) and (5.89)] that appears in Eq. (5.84). 
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CHAPTER 6. 

THE FORWARD AND ADJOINT ALGORITHMS 

In this chapter the forward and adjoint solution algorithms are explained 

and verified against one another by executing several problems in both modes. No 

implications as to the validity of the results is claimed. In fact, the test problems are 

extremely artificial, chosen to demonstrate certain aspects of the SMARTEPANTS 

code and for their relative speed. 

6.1 The Forward Algorithm 

As will be recalled from Chapter 2, section 2.5 the object of the forward 

algorithm is to solve the coupled set of p x G x M x J x J( x L x 5 equations of the 

multigroup diamond differenced Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis SN difference relations: 

+ p ):p,rn 
Utgjkl'l'gjkl 

In~ I [-p,rn _ -p,rn ] + ~Zl ifJgjk,I+! ifJgjk,I-! 

P GAIL e 

= L L L L L Ur.';g,jkllen(nrn;P;,'J',~kl 
p'=l 0'=1 rn'=l £=0 n=-C 

(6.1) 
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,'i;p,m _ g+idkl g-idkl A p 

(

¢p,m + ¢p,m ) 

'l'gjkl - 2 L.J.8gjkl (6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(p = 1,2, ... , Pj g =1,2, ... , Gj m = 1,2, ... , AI), 

i=I,2, ... ,Jj k=I,2, ... ,Kj 1=1,2, ... ,£). 

where the SMART scattering matrix, S, has replaced the conventional elastic scat

tering matrix, and the Legendre expansion of the catastrophic cross sections as been 

truncated at order L. 

In constructing the algorithm certain assumptions were made up front. The 

algorithm as discussed here has the following restrictions: 

(1) There is no up scattering, and 

(2) all particles have an identical number of groups with an identical group struc

ture. 

Beginning with these assumptions the right hand side of Eq. (6.1) is written, 

where 
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P g-1 L t 
(QDS)gp"J~" = "'" "'" "'" "'" (J'P'p y:n(Am).:i:II'p' (6.7) " L...i L...i L...i L...i £,g'g,jkl £ H 'I'£,gjkl' 

1"'=1 g'=1 £=0 n=-£ 

At L £ 

(QIS);:;'::, = 2: S:'jT;m¢~Jr;,' + 2: 2: (J'r.~g,jkll'e"(nm)¢~,~kl' (6.8) 
m'=1 £=0 n=-£ 

P L £ 
"'" "'" "'" 1'" I" "n· m) -n,p' L...i L...i L...i (J' e,gg,jkl1 £ (fl rpe,gjkl' (6.9) 

p'=ljp'~p £=011=-£ 

and 

(QES) p,m _ p,m A I" 
g,jkl - QgjklL.l8gjkl· (6.10) 

Examinat.ion of t.he terms shows t.hat (QDS) is the down scatter cont.ribution to 

group g from all particles in all groups above g, (QIS) is the within group scattering 

of particle p, (QXS) is cross particle product.ion cont.ribution from pm-ticles other 

than ~':J within group g, and (QES) is the external source particle p contribution. 

From the standpoiut of an algorithm solving for the group g flux of particle 

p, two of the above sources are forever fixed, (QES) , and (QDS) , so t.hat 

(QFXD)p,~1I g,Jkl = (QES)~:;~, + (QDS)~,j~" (6.11) 

The external source is fixed simply by definition, i.e., it is not flux dependent. The 

down scatter source, on the other hand, is fixed since presumably the solution has 

already been obtained for the groups above g. As will be seen later the other two 

sources, (QIS) and (QXS) vary depending on the whether t.he inner 01' outer source 

iterations are being performed, respectively. Figure 6.1 shows the solution algorithm 

flow as it relates to the inner and outer iterations. A more detailed picture of the 

inner iterations appears in Figure 6.2. 

'" This term consist.s of both SMART scattering as well as an in group 
catastrophic scattering contributions. For photons the former term is zero, while 
for electrons and positrons the latter term is zero. 
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From the standpoint of the discretized equation, the iteration procedure is 

clearer if Eq. (6.6) is substituted in Eq. (6.1), yielding 

,/,p,m ,/,p,m + In~ I [);p,m );p,m] 
'l'g+i,jkl- 'I'g-t,jkl b.Xj 'I'g,i+t,kl - 'I'g,j-t,kl 

+ I" );p,m _ Qp,t1I 
O'tgjkl'l'gjkl - g,jkl' (6.12) 

Now using the diamond difference relations, Eqs. (6.2-6.5) the unknown downstream 

edge fluxes arc replaced in Eq. (6.12) with a relationship between the unknown cell 

center flux and the known upstream edge fluxes. The ensuing equation is then solved 

for the cell center flux giving, 

where the edge fluxes that do appear ill Eq. (6.13) arc label as j ± t, k ± t, and I ± t 
since the downstream and upstream edge fluxes depend on which angular octant 

is being swept during the iteration process. Table 6.1 shows which of the edge 

fluxes are known for each angular octant. This table merely reflects the fact that 

for forward problems it is the incoming surface fluxes that are known. An example 

of the sweeping procedure for the two dimensional x-y plane is shown in Figure 

6.3. The three dimensional plane simply doubles the avaiable sweeping patterns by 

adding the ± z components. 

Continuing on, the iteration procedure is conducted by assigning an iteration 

index, i, to the sources on the right hand side of Eq. (6.13). Since it is actually the 

source that the convergence is predicated upon, the flux is assigned a half index, 
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Table 6.1 
Known Upstream Edge Fluxes By Angular Quadrant 

Octant Cosines Known Edge Flux 

I n", > 0, nil > 0, nz > ° • 1 k 1 1 1 J + 2' • + 2' + 2 

II n", >0, nil < 0, nz > ° • 1 k_1/+1 J + 2' 2' 2 

III n", <0, 0Il < 0, nz > ° • 1 
J + 2' k -~, 1 + ~ 

IV n", < 0, nil > 0, nz > ° • 1 J - 2' k +~, 1 + ~ 

V 0", >0, 011> 0, Oz < ° • I 
J + 2' k +~, 1- t 

VI 0", >0, 0Il < 0, Oz < ° • 1 
J + 2' k -~, 1- ~ 

VII 0", < 0, 0Il > 0, nz < ° • I k I 1 I J - 2' .+ 2' - 2 

VIII 0", < 0, 0Il < 0, Oz < ° j - t, k -~, I - t 

i + t. The iteration scheme then consists of sweeping through the spatial mesh in 

the proper directions calculating the center cell fluxes via, 

+ (i-iUJ"rn cp,Z + p,rn cP,'" 
'l'g,ik,/±t "g,jkl u1g,ikl"g,jk/' (6.14) 

where 

(6.15) 
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e""'x - el',Q 2/n~/ (6.16) g,jkl - g,jkl t::.x' ' 
J 

el',y _ I',Q 2/n;;,/ (6.17) g,jkl - eg,jkl t::.Yk ' 

el',z g,jkl 
- e"",Q 2/n~/ 
- g,jkl t::.ZI ' (6.18) 

e"O' g,jkl - e""Q - g,jkl' (6.19) 

The i + 1 source is then determined from, 

(i+l)QI',m = (i+l)(QIS)",,!n + (o)(QXS)"'!Il + (QFXD)""!" g,jkl g,Jkl g,Jkl g,Jk/' (6.20) 

where 
AI , L £ 

(i+l) (QIS);,'Jkl = L: S:,'j~:"' [(i+t)¢;;;~] + L: L: CTf.~9,jkIYe"(nm)(i+t)¢;,~k" (6.21) 
m'=l c=o n=-£ 

and 

(0) (QXS);:Jkl = the oth outer iteration cross particle source. (6.22) 

The inner iterations are considered converged when the relative difference between 

the sources is less than some predetermined error margin, i.e. when, 

(i)(QIS)",m (i+l) (QIS)""m g,jkl. 
g,jkl - (i)(QIS)""!" < f,""cr' 

9"kl 
(6.23) 

The exact same procedure is used for converging the outer iterations, with 

the exception that the cross particle scattering source also changes with each outer 

iteration. The convergence criteria is then set on the total source term, 

(o+l)Q""!Il _(0) Q""!" 
g"kl g"kl 
(O)Q"'!" < "outer· 

g,Jkl 
(6.24) 
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One final note before proceeding to a discussion of the adjoint algorithm. The 

standard inner source iteration procedure detailed above is an nlll collided recursion 

calculation. That is to say, by starting the iterations out with the initial guess of 

the fixed group sources, the first iteration gives the first collided flux, the second 

the sum of the 1 st and second collided, and so forth. The saving grace from the 

standpoint of the charged particles is that by using SMART scattering matrices 

the actual result pel' iteration is some unknown nlll collided sum. Without this 

acceleration afforded by the SMART scattering matrices the iterations would go on 

ad infinitum. 

6.2 The Adjoint Algorithm 

For the adjoint algorithm the analogs to Eqs. {6.1-6.5} are, 

P 9 AI b.sP' 

+ p .J.p,m _ ""' ""' ""' S·PP',III'III g',jkl.J.p',m' 
(ltgjkl'f'gjkl - L...J L...J L...J gg',jkl b.s p . 'f'g'jkl 

p'=1 g'=G 111'=1 g,Jkl 

M 

+ ""' Wm S"wp,m'm.~p,m' Q~"III b. p 
L...J Y gjkl Of gjkl + gjkl Sgjkl 

111'=1 m 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 
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(6.28) 

(6.29) 

for 

(p = 1,2, ... , Pj 9 =G, G - 1, ... , 1j m = 1,2, ... ,111), 

j= 1,2, ... ,Jj k=1,2, ... ,[(j 1= 1,2, ... ,L). 

The obvious differences between these equations and their forward counterparts 

are the path length ratios and the reversal of the pre and post scattering energies 

within the catastrophic scattering tern! On its face these adjoint equations seem to 

demand an entirely new algorithm for solution. However, the exact same algorithm 

presented in the previous section still may be used provided that 

(1) the scattering matrices are altered such that, 

and 

"'1'1",111'111 
~gg',jkl 

Bwp,m'm 
gjkl 

1" 
- 1" 111'111 6.sg' ,'kl - sp , , 

- gg',jkl 6. P , 
Sg,jkl 

= Wm ,Swp,m' lII 
-,- gjkl , 
wm 

(6,30) 

(6.31) 

(2) if during the spatial sweep of the inner iterations the exiting edges fluxes 

are scaled by the ratio of the current cell's path length step to that of the 

downstream cell's, i.e., if 

• As a consequence, the no up scattering assumption must also be reversed to 
one of no down scattering. 
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(6,32) 

t/Jp,rn _t/Jp,rn .6. S;,jk± 1 ,I 
g,jk±!,1 - g,j!:±!,I.6.s"', ' 

g,),k±I,1 
(6,33) 

p,rn _ p,rn .6.s;,jkl±1 
t/Jg )'kl±l. -t/Jg )'kI±l. .6.sP , 

, 2 ' 2 g,jkl±1 
(6,34) 

each time the algorithm transitions from one spatial cell to the next, This is verifi

able by replacing ¢ by t/J, and inserting Eqs. (6.30-6,34) in the forward Eqs. (6.1-6,5). 

The result is the set of adjoint equations, (6.25-6.29), with the understanding t.hat 

the order of the group solutions must be reversed as Figure 6.4 shows. 

Finally, one additional fact of interest involving the adjoint algorithm must 

be presented. Since (as shown in Chapter 4) the adjoint and forward problems are 

related to one another via, 

P,III 
J,K,L 

O """ A A A ~ (.I,p,rn .J.p,m .I,p,m .I.l",m ) = L.J Wml.l.XjuYkU~1 'f'G+!,jkl'f'G+!.jkl- 'f'!,jkl'f't,jkl 
p,rn 
J,k,1 

P'!l.i' liip,m ii>p,m ii>p,m liip,m 

+ """ Inml A A (g,J+!,kl g,J+t,kl _ g,t,kl 9,t,kl) 
L.J Hz Wml.l.YkuZI .6. p 6. p 

p,g,", Sg,J+I,kl 8g,lkl 
k,1 

p,a,lII -01 m -" m -p tTl -p tTl 

J,L (!/Jr' cpr' !/J' CP' ) 
+ """ Inml A. A g,j,f(+t,1 g,j,J(+t,1 _ g,j,t,1 g,j,t,1 

L.J Hy Wm UX1 l.l.ZI .6. p .6. p 
p,g,m Sg,j,J(+I,1 Sg,j,I,1 

J,I 

(6,35) 

the known quantities for the adjoint equation are the exiting surface fluxes. This 

simple fact requires the reversal of the angular sweep during the spatial mesh flux 

sweep, as Figure 6.5 shows. This is accomplished within the framework of the 
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forward algorithm by simply reversing the angular storage elements. In effect, the 

algorithm performs the sweep indicated in Figure 6.3 with the opposite directions 

loaded into the angular array. The known edge fluxes for an adjoint calculation are 

detailed in Table 6.2. 

Octant 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

Table 6.2 
Known Upstream Edge Fluxes By Angular 

For The Adjoint Equation 

Cosines Known Edge Flux 

n", > 0, nil > 0, nz > ° • 1 J - 2' k - t, /- t 

n", > 0, nil < 0, nz > ° • 1 
J + 2' k+~, /- ~ 

n", <0, nil < 0, nz > ° • 1 J - 2' k+~, /- ~ 

n", <0, nil> 0, nz > ° • 1 
J + 2' k -~, /- ~ 

n", > 0, nil> 0, nz < ° • 1 J - 2' k -~, / + ~ 

n", >0, ny < 0, nz < ° • 1 J - 2' k +~, 1+ t 
n", <0, ny > 0, nz < ° • 1 J + 2' k - t, 1+ t 
n", < 0, ny < 0, nz < 0 • 1 k 1 I 1 J + 2' . + 2' + 2 

6.3 Adjoint Algorithmic Verificat.ion 

Since the forward algorithm pre-existed within the SMARTEPANTS code, 

once the adjoint additions had been included it was necessary to verify the algo

rithm coding. Despite the statements above about the ease with which the forward 

algorithm may be fooled into producing adjoint results, the coding required was 

extreme. In fact, the additional coding almost doubled the size of the existing FOR

TRAN code, going from about 7500 lines of programming to a little over 14,000. 

Most of the additions were required in order to properly, 
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(1) read the cross sections in the correct group order, 

(2) scale the cross sections by the path length ratios (Eqs. 6.30 & 6.31), 

(3) account for up scattering and cross scattering, 

( 4) construct the appropriate adjoint source for rendering, 

(a) energy depositions, 

(b) charge depositions, 

(c) surface currents, 

( d) energy surface currents, 

(5) process the adjoint fluxes correctly to determine the desired result, and 

(6) account for the overall adjoint "particle" balance given the discontinuity con

ditions of Eqs. (6.32-6.34). 

When completed the adjoint algorithm shared only two of the forward subroutines 

connected with the flux computation procedure. Furthermore, even these two sub

routines had separate forward and adjoint sections. Consequently the algorithms 

are in large part independent. 

In order to prove that the adjoint programming reflected the equations 

necessary to provide the true adjoint several test problems were executed. Those 

test problems along with the results are described next. 

6.3.1 Test Problem 1; Energy Deposition 

In this problem the geometry consisted of a 2.25 x 2.25 x 1.2 cm block consisting 

of aluminum in all but a 1 x 0.5 x 1.2 cm gold corner as shown in the figure below. 

The block was subdivided into 75 mesh cells, 
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Figure 6.6 Problem 1 Geometry 

5 cells in Xj 0.5, 0.5, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 cm, 

5 cells in Yj 0.5, 0.5, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 cm, 

and 

3 cells in Zj 004, 0.4, 0.4 cm. 

The calculations performed used an S4 quadrature set consisting of 24 

directions in all, and a 20 group equal width energy mesh between 2.0 MeV and 

0.01 MeV. The forward source was a monoenergetic isotropic electron source in the 

top group, uniformly distributed in a 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.4 cm cell cornered at the origin (Cell 

1,1,1). The result sought was the total energy deposited by photons, electrons, and 

positrons in the center 0.25 x 0.25 x 0.4 cm cell of aluminum (Cell 3,3,2). 
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For the forward problem the energy deposited is given by the integrals 

(summations) 

20 24 

l ED ""' ""' ""' E,p ..i:p,m A A A = L..J L..J L..J O"g,332Wm'l'g,332l..lX3l..lY3l..lZ2 

p=-y,{3:J: g=l m=l 

P,M 
J,K.L 

+ L wmD.XjD.YkD.ZIEG+!rfJ';;;t.ikl' 
p,rn 
;,.,1 

(6.36) 

where 0":'3~2 is the group g energy deposition cross section for Aluminum. The first 

term in Eq. (6.36) represents the energy deposited within the cell by the particle 

fluxes, while the second term represents a correction for the particles that slow down 

past the last energy group boundary, EG+!. 

Examination of Eq. (6.35) shows that for the corresponding adjoint problem, 

all exiting surface fluxes must be set to zero, that is 

tpp"n 
g,J+t,kl = 0 for alln~1 > 0, p, g, 1.:, I, (6.37) 

tiip,m 
g,j,J(+t,1 = 0 for alln;; > 0, p, g, i, I, (6.38) 

-p,m 
tPg,jk,L+! = 0 for alln~1 > 0, p, g, i, k, (6.39) 

-p,m 
tPg,t,kl = 0 for alln~ < 0, p, g, k, I, (6.40) 

fijP,m 
g,i,!,1 = 0 for allnm < 0 

1/ ' 
p, g, i, I, (6.41) 

-p,m 
tPg,jk,t = 0 for alln~1 < 0, p, g, k, I. (6.42) 

There are no limitations placed on the incoming adjoint fluxes as these are 

determined by the computation itself, as are the top energy group adjoint edge 

fluxes, tPt:~/' They play a role in the solution only if a corresponding non-zero 

forward source exists on the boundary. Since this is not the case for this particular 

problem Eq. (6.35) is reduced to 



[, 

p,rn 
J,",' 
P,M 

J,K,L 

+ "" 6. 6. 6. .I,p,m .l,p,m L.J Wm Xj Uk ZI'f'G+!,jkl'f'G+!,jkl' 
p,rn 
J,~,' 

N ow noting that the forward source may be represented as 

the left hand side of Eq.(6.40) is now, 
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(6.43) 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

Upon comparing the right hand sides of Eqs. (6.40) and (6.36) it is apparent that 

if 

and 

QP,m _ E,p J. J J 
g,jkl -u g,jkl )3 k3 12, 

• I,p,m E 
'f'G+!,jkl = G+! For all j, k, I, m, and p . 

(6.46) 

(6.47) 

(6.48) 

A comparison of the forward and adjoint solutions to this problem is given 

in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. These tables actually represent the solution to two separate 

forward problems. The difference between the two problems, as the tables reflect, 

was the source particle identity only. As can be seen excellent agreement between 
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the algorithms is achieved for both problems. In fact, the agreement continues 

to improve as the convergence criteria is tightened until the results are virtually 

identical. Of course, the cost of tightening the convergence criteria is enormous, 

but is for all cases of the same order of magnitude for both modes. 

Error 
10-4 

10-8 

10-12 

10-10 

Error 
10-4 

10-8 

10-12 

10-10 

Table 6.3 
Forward and Adjoint Energy Deposition (KeV) 

As A Function of Relative Error 
For An Electron Source 

Adjoint Forward 

Deposition Iterations Deposition 

3.4960711196628954 879 3.496071 0636594436 

3.4960709115508066 2041 3.4960709115643604 

3.4960709115358645 3907 3.4960709115358650 

3.4960709115358636 80475 3.4960709115358636 

Table 6.4 

Forward and Adjoint Energy Deposition (eV) 
As A Function of Relative Error 

For A Photon Source 

Adjoint Forward 

Deposition Iterations Deposition 

11.450064745472243 879 11.449567109973245 

11.449457352869267 2041 11.449457426750992 

11.449457416603423 3896 11.449457416608041 

11.449457416607877 83867 11.449457416607881 

Iterations 

1070 
2304 

3975 

84797 

Iterations 

1131 

2428 

4290 

78895 
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6.3.2 Test Problem 2; Charge Deposition 

Test Problem 2 was identical in all respects to Test Problem 1, with a single 

exception. The desired result was now the charge rather than the energy deposited 

in the center cell. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 detail the results of the both the forward 

and adjoint algorithms. Once again the agreement is excellcnt for the elcctron and 

photon forward sources. 

Errol' 
10-4 

10-8 

10-12 

10-10 

Errol' 
10-4 

10-8 

10-12 

10-10 

Table 6.5 

Forward and Adjoint Charge Deposition (KeV) 

As A Function of Rclative Errol' 

For An Electron Sourcc 

Adjoint Forward 

Deposition Iterations Dcposit.ion 

1.8664279214836336-2 883 1.8664278690859153-2 

1.8664277664031044-2 2015 1.8664277663975683-2 

1.8664277663854950-2 3757 1.8664277663854946-2 

1.8664277663854932-2 109120 1.8664277663854944-2 

Table 6.6 

Forward and Adjoint Charge Deposi tiOl1 (e V) 

As A Function of Relative Errol' 

For A Photon Source 

Adjoint Forward 

Deposition Itcrations Deposition 

2.3515823923274093-4 879 2.3515636453282059-4 

2.3515591364713864-4 2041 2.3515591388112530-4 

2.3515591383770343-4 3896 2.3515591383771780-4 

2.3515591383771720-4 107081 2.3515591383771712-4 

Itcrations 

1070 

2304 

3975 

84797 

tcrations 

1131 

2428 

4290 

78895 
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6.3.3 Test Problem 3; Photo-Compton Currents 

For this test case the geometry and material identity were changed. The 

medium consisted solely of Carbon in a 0.0025 x 0.0025 x 0.125 cm block, as shown in 

Figure 6.7. 

y 

x 

z 

14------- 0.t25 c:a 

Figure 6.7 Problem 3 Geometry 

The block was divided into 125 mesh cells, 



r 
I' _. 

and 

5 cells in Xi 5 x 0.005 cm, 

5 cells in Yi 5 x 0.0005 cm, 

5 cells in Zi 5 x 0.0005 cm. 
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The calculations performed used an 84 quadrature set consisting of 24 

directions in all, and a 20 group equal width energy mesh between 2.0 MeV and 

0.001 Mev (t.he lower cutoff of CEPXS). The forward source was a monoenergetic 

isotropic photon source in the top group, uniformly dist.ributed on the x = 0 surface 

of the block. The result. sought was the total electron current exiting the right 

x-surface, at 3: = 0.125. 

For the forward problem the electron current is the integral (summation) over 

the face at x=0.125, 

G K L oz>o 
JP- '" '" '" '" 1\ 1\ In"'I:i.P- ,'" = L-, L-, L-, L-, W",uYkuZI Hz 'l'g,J+i,kl 

g=1 k=II=1 '" 

(6.49) 

Again examination of Eq. (6.35) shows that the analogous adjoint problem 

requires that all exiting adjoint surface fluxes, with one exception, be set to zero 

along with the external adjoint source term, i.e., 

!jJp'r;a 1 = 0 
9,1,K+ 2 ,1 For all n;, > 0, p, g, j, and I, (6.50) 

!jJp,r;a = 0 
9,1k ,l·+i 

For all n~ > 0, p, g, j, and k, (6.51) 

!jJP,'" - 0 
g,i,i,l - For all n;, < 0, p, g, j, and I, (6.52) 

!jJP,:; t = 0 
9,1 , 

For all n~n < 0, p, g, j, and k, (6.53) 



I, 

ifiP'':kl = 0 For all n~ < 0, p, g, k, and I, 
U'"2"' 

ifi~~i,jkl = 0 For all m, p, j, k, and I, 

Q~iki = 0 For all m, p, g, j, k, and I, 
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(6.54) 

(6.55) 

(6.56) 

The top adjoint energy group edge fluxes (tit;;) are of no consequence since 

their forward counterparts are zero. With these restrictions Eq. (6.35) reduces to 

(6.57) 

By comparison of Eqs. (6.46) and (6.54) it is apparent that the adjoint 

problem will produce equivalent results if, 

ifi fJ - ,m 

u,J+i,kl = 1 " 11 nm 0 k d I {J- lor a , Hz > ,g, " an , 
D.su,J+l,kl 

(6.58) 

with all other J + t particle (.B+,"Y) fluxes set to zero. Although Eq. (6.54) looks 

extremely cumbersome it has been left intact specifically to illustrate the significance 
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and power of the adjoint calculation. For this particular problem, the photon source 

is impinging only on the X=O surface, which reduces the above equation to only 

two terms, 

(6.59) 

This equation states that the electron current out the right x face is given by the 

integral of the total incoming "y source weighted by the calculated incoming adjoint 

'Y angular flux divided by the cell path length step. 

However, as a matter of course the adjoint calculation also produces the 

incoming adjoint angular fluxes on all of the surfaces, for all of the particles, in 

all of the groups, as well as the interior adjoint angular fluxes. Therefore in solving 

the adjoint equation for the source given by Eq. (6.55), we havc actually obtained 

the electron current at X=O.125 for ali possible forward sources. One mcrely has to 

integrate the desired forward source over the appropriate adjoint flux as determined 

by Eq. (6.54) to generate the electron current out of the right face. 

Getting back to the problem at hand, Table 6.7 shows the results of 

comparative adjoint and forward runs for the problem as described. As in the 

case of the previous two problems the agreement is excellent, increasing as the 

convergence tolerance is tightened. 

t Actually, due to the discretization of the variables the number of forward 
sources is not infinite but only extremely large, but I won't tell if you don't. 



Error 
10-4 

10-8 

10-12 

10-10 

Table 6.7 

Forward and Adjoint Electron Current At X=0.125 (fc) As A 
Function of Relative Errol' For A Photon Source At X=O 

Adjoint Forward 
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Current terations Current Iterations 

4.4093423180350300-5 215 4.4093423193673720-5 251 

4.4093423192953340-5 331 4.4093423192955500-5 380 

4.4093423192954600-5 558 4.4093423192954630-5 580 

4.4093423192954540-5 20457 4.4093423192954630-5 23225 

6.3.4 Test Problem 4, Photon Currents 

This problem was identical in all respect with Test Problem three with two 

exceptions. First white boundary conditions were used on both of the y surfaces, 

and secondly the forward source consisted of electrons with the desired result the 

photon current out of the right boundary. 

Error 
10-4 

10-8 

10-12 

10-10 

Table 6.8 

Forward and Adjoint Photon Current At X=0.125 (!£;) As A 

Function of Relative Error For An Electron Source At x=o 
Of An Infinite Bar of Carbon 

Adjoint Forward 

Current Iterations Current Iterations 

1.4319491332952400-2 313 1.4319491337675000-2 482 

1.4319491337668800-2 566 1.4319491337662200-2 704 

1.4319491337662200-2 949 1.4319491337662140-2 1109 

1.4319491337662200-2 17232 1.4319491337662140-2 22546 
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6.4 An Intercode Comparison 

Finally in this section, the results of a intel'code comparison are presented for 

a simple sample problem. SMARTEPANTS results are compared to those produced 

by t.he Integrated Tiger Series, version 3.0 (ITS3.0). The problem geometry is shown 

in Figure 6.8. An electron source distributed in energy between 1.904 and 2.0 MeV, 

and spatially located from 

x = 0.0 to X = 0.5 mm, 

1" = 0.0 to 1" = 0.5 mm, 

and 

Z = 0.0 to Z = 0.4 mm 

was used. 

z 

y 

12 mm 

1.75 m m ,I j 
-224 mm 

Figure 6.8 ITS3.0 Comparison Problem Geometry 
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For the sake of the comparison, 9 cells were constructed for which the energy 

deposition was calculated. The size of the nine cells shown in Table 6.9. 

Cell X Begin 

1 0.00 

2 0.00 
3 0.00 

4 1.00 

5 1.25 

6 0.00 

7 0.00 
8 0.00 

9 1.25 

Total 

Table 6.9 

Cells For the ITS3.0 and SMARTEPANTS 

Comparison; Dimensions in Millimeters 

X End Y Begin VEnd Z Begin 

2.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 

2.25 1.00 1.25 0.00 

1.00 1.00 1.25 DAD 
1.25 1.00 1.25 DAD 
2.25 1.00 1.25 DAD 
2.25 1.00 1.25 0.80 

2.25 1.25 1.75 0.00 

1.25 1.75 2.25 0.00 

2.25 1.75 2.25 0.00 

Cell 9 is the cornel' block of Gold 

Z End Volume 
mlu3 

1.20 2.70e-09 

DAD 2.25e-1O 
0.80 1.00e-1O 

0.80 2.50e-12 

0.80 1.00e-1O 

1.20 2.25e-1O 

1.20 1.35e-09 
1.20 7.50e-1O 

1.20 6.00e-1O 

6.08e-09 

The 8MARTEPANT8 code was executed 25 separate times. Quadrature sets 

of 84, 86, 88, 812, and 816 were used along with 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 equally spaced 

energy groups between 0.0755 and 2.0 MeV. The results of the comparison of the 

energy deposited in each of the nine cells is presented in Tables 6.10 through 6.19 

and in Figures 6.9 through 6.13. It should be noted that although IT83.0 is used as 

the standard here, there is no way of knowing which code is better at determining 

the actual energy deposition. The codes in general compare quite favorably. 
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Table 6.10 

Comparison of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 8MARTEPANT8 (5 Groups) 

Cell 84 86 88 812 816 

1 2.473-03 2.807-03 2.813-03 2.830-03 2.841-03 2.848-03 

2 6.896-05 6.005-05 7.021-05 7.213-05 7.569-05 7.862-05 

3 4.929-05 5.981-05 5.603-05 5.328-05 5.159-05 5.127-05 

4 7.865-06 3.576-06 8.431-06 9.858-06 9.916-06 9.605-06 

5 1.783-05 2.080-05 2.050-05 1.817-05 1.758-05 1.767-05 

6 5.414-05 5.463-05 5.331-05 5.725-05 6.067-05 6.251-05 

7 2.568-04 2.102-04 2.408-04 2.486-04 2.548-04 2.574-04 

8 1.046-04 1.284-04 9.492-05 8.589-05 8.474-05 8.613-05 

9 2.745-04 7.008-05 2.888-04 2.927-04 2.785-04 2.810-04 

Total 3.307-03 3.429-03 3.642-03 3.663-03 3.670-03 3.687-03 

Table 6.11 

Comparison Of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 SMARTEPANTS (5 Groups) 

Relative Difference (%) 

Cell Deposition 84 S6 88 812 816 

1 0.247E-02 13.51 13.75 14.44 14.88 15.16 

2 0.090E-04 -11.62 1.81 4.00 9.76 14.01 

3 0.493E-04 21.34 13.67 8.09 4.07 4.02 

4 0.787E-05 -54.53 7.20 25.34 26.08 22.12 

5 0.178E-04 67.13 14.97 1.91 -1.40 -.90 

6 0.541E-04 .91 -1.53 5.74 12.06 15.46 

7 0.257E-03 -18.15 -6.23 -3.19 -.78 .23 

8 0.105E-03 22.75 -9.25 -17.89 -18.99 -17.66 

9 0.275E-03 -71.19 5.21 6.03 1.46 2.37 

Total 0.331E-02 3.69 10.13 10.77 10.98 11.40 
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Table 6.12 

Comparison of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 8MARTEPANT8 (10 Groups) 

Cell 84 86 88 812 816 

1 2.473e-03 2.938e-03 2.945e-03 2.962e-03 2.974e-03 2.981e-03 

2 6.896e-05 6.311e-05 7.296e-05 7.502e-05 7.857e-05 8.15ge-05 

3 4.92ge-05 6.222e-05 5.81ge-05 5.52ge-05 5.362e-05 5.328e-05 

4 7.865e .. 06 3.657e-06 8.726e-06 1.021e-05 1.025e-05 9.933e-06 

5 1.783e-05 3.064e-05 2.100e-05 1.863e-05 1.806e-05 1.815e-05 

6 5.414e-05 5.593e-05 5.483e-05 5.914e-05 6.268e-05 6.455e-05 

7 2.568e-04 2. 163e-04 2.474e-04 2.557c-04 2.620e-04 2.646e-04 

8 1.046e-04 1.314e-04 9.698e-05 8.782e-05 8.671e-05 8.808e-05 

9 2.745e-04 8.212e-05 2.976e-04 3.020e-04 2.888e-04 2.921e-04 

Total 3.307e-03 3.575e-03 3.794e-03 3.817e-03 3.826e-03 3.844e-03 

Table 6.13 

Comparison Of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 8MARTEPANT8 (10 Groups) 

Relative Difference (%) 

Cell Deposition 84 86 88 812 816 

1 0.247E-02 18.80 19.09 19.77 20.26 20.54 

2 0.690E-04 -8.48 5.80 8.79 13.94 18.31 

3 0.493E-04 26.23 18.06 12.17 8.78 8.09 

4 0.787E-05 -53.50 10.95 29.82 30.32 26.29 

5 0.178E-04 71.85 17.78 4.49 1.29 1. 79 

6 0.541E-04 3.31 1.27 9.24 15.77 19.23 

7 0.257E-03 -15.77 -3.66 -.43 2.02 3.04 

8 0.105E-03 25.62 -7.28 -16.04 -17.10 -15.79 

9 0.275E-03 -70.08 8.42 10.02 5.21 6.41 

Total 0.331E-02 8.10 14.73 15.42 . 15.69 16.24 
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Table 6.14 

Comparison of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 8MARTEPANT8 (20 Groups) 

Cell 84 86 88 812 816 

1 2.473-03 2.945-03 2.953-03 2.970-03 2.983-03 2.989-03 

2 6.896-05 6.187-05 7.207*05 7.438-05 7.758-05 8.062-05 

3 4.929-05 6.161-05 5.753-05 5.457-05 5.306-05 5.271-05 

4 7.865-06 3.613-06 8.572-06 1.004-05 1.005-05 9.743-06 

5 1.783-05 2.908-05 2.029-05 1.794-05 1.746-05 1.757-05 

6 5.414-05 5.410-05 5.319-05 5.783-05 0.134-05 6.310-05 

7 2.568-04 2.102-04 2.390-04 2.478-04 2.539-04 2.565-04 

8 1.040-04 1.250-04 9.277-05 8.407-05 8.300-05 8.438-05 

9 2.745-04 7.746-05 2.750-04 2.795-04 2.695-04 2.735-04 

Total 3.307-03 3.557-03 3.758-03 3.782-03 3.794-03 3.813-03 

Table 6.15 

Comparison Of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

ITS3.0 SMARTEPANTS (20 Groups) 

Relative Difference (%) 

Cell Deposition 84 86 88 812 816 

1 0.247E-02 19.09 19,41 20.10 20.62 20.87 

2 0.090E-04 -10.28 4.51 7.86 12.50 16.91 

3 0.493E-04 24.99 16.72 10.71 7.65 6.94 

4 0.787E-05 -54.06 8.99 27.65 27.78 23.88 

5 0.178E-04 66.46 13.80 .62 -2.08 -1.46 

6 0.541E-04 -.07 -1.75 6.82 13.30 16.55 

7 0.257E-03 -18.15 -6.70 -3.50 -1.13 -.12 

8 0.105E-03 20.08 -11.31 -19.63 -20.65 -19.33 

9 0.275E-03 -71.78 .18 1.82 -1.82 -.36 

Total 0.331E-02 7.56 13.64 14.36 14.73 15.30 
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Table 6.16 

Comparison of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

ITS3.0 SMARTEPANTS (30 Groups) 

Cell S4 S6 S8 S12 S16 

1 2.473-03 2.912-03 2.920-03 2.938-03 2.950-03 2.957-03 

2 6.896-05 5.981-05 7.020-05 7.268-05 7.558-05 7.856-05 

3 4.929-05 6.019-05 5.609-05 5.312-05 5.178-05 5.143-05 

4 7.865-06 3.524-06 8.313-06 9.742-06 9.719-06 9.428-06 

5 1.783-05 2.838-05 1.943-05 1.706-05 1.667-05 1.670-05 

6 5.414-05 5.172-05 5.107-05 5.586-05 5.925-05 6.090-05 

7 2.568-04 2.016-04 2.291-04 2.370-04 2.430-04 2.457-04 

8 1.046-04 1.184-04 7.943-05 8.772-05 7.852-05 '7.988-05 

9 2.745-04 7.1U3-05 2.487-04 2.541-04 2.478-04 2.500-04 

Total 3.307-03 3.493-03 3.676-03 3.700-03 3.716-03 3.734-03 

Table 6.17 

Comparison Of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

ITS3.0 SMARTEPANTS (30 Groups) 

Relative Difference (%) 

Cell Deposition S4 86 88 S12 S16 

1 0.247E-02 17.75 18.08 18.80 19.29 19.57 

2 0.690E-04 -13.27 1.80 5.39 9.60 13.92 

3 0.493E-04 22.11 13.80 7.77 5.05 4.34 

4 0.787E-05 -55.19 5.70 23.87 23.57 19.87 

5 0.178E-04 59.17 8.97 -4.32 -6.51 -5.83 

6 0.541E-04 -4.47 -5.67 3.18 9.44 12.49 

7 0.257E-03 -21.50 -10.79 -7.71 -5.37 -4.32 

8 0.105E-03 13.19 -24.06 -16.14 -24.93 -23.63 

9 0.275E-03 -73.91 -9.40 -7.43 -9.73 -8.60 

Total 0.331E-02 5.62 11.16 11.88 12.37 12.91 
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Table 6.18 

Comparison of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 8MARTEPANT8 (40 Groups) 

Cell 84 86 88 812 816 

1 2.473-03 2.874-03 2.882-03 2.899-03 2.912-03 2.919-03 

2 6.896-05 5.771-05 6.823-05 7.083-05 7.344-05 7.637-05 

3 4.929-05 5.869-05 5.458-05 5.161-05 5.041-05 5.006-05 

4 7.865-06 3.428-06 8.048-06 9.436-06 9.383-06 9.106-06 

5 1.783-05 2.710-05 1.850-05 1.620-05 1.589-05 1.600-05 

6 5.414-05 4.936-05 4.903-05 5.387-05 5.715-05 5.867-05 

7 2.568-04 1.931-04 2.188-04 2.263-04 2.322-04 2.349-04 

8 1.046-04 1.115-04 8.291-05 7.494-05 7.422-05 7.551-05 

9 2.745-04 6.608-05 2.267-04 2.317-04 2.276-04 2.300-04 

Total 3.307-03 3.425-05 3.592-03 3.617-03 3.635-03 3.652-03 

Table 6.19 

Comparison Of Energy Deposition (MeV) 

IT83.0 8MARTEPANT8 (40 Groups) 

Relative Difference (%) 

Cell Deposition 84 86 88 812 816 

1 0.247E-02 16.22 16.54 17.23 17.75 18.03 

2 0.690E-04 -16.31 -1.06 2.71 6.50 10.75 

3 0.493E-04 19.07 10.73 4.71 2.27 1.56 

4 0.787E-05 -56.41 2.33 19.97 19.30 15.78 

5 0.178E-04 51.99 3.76 -9.14 -10.88 -10.26 

6 0.541E-04 -8.83 -9.44 -.50 5.56 8.37 

7 0.257E-03 -24.81 -14.80 -11.88 -9.58 -8.53 

8 0.105E-03 6.60 -20.74 -28.36 -29.04 -27.81 

9 0.275E-03 -75.93 -17.41 -15.59 -17.09 -16.21 

Total 0.331E-02 -98.96 8.62 9.37 9.92 10.43 
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6.5 Conclusions and F\lture Work 

The results of this work, along with the parallel work of others in developing 

the SMARTEPANTS code represents the potential for a significant step in the 

numerical solution of coupled electron, positron, and photon transport. To our 

knowledge this is the first truly three dimensional multimedia, charged particle 

transport solver to be developed. With this numerical solver quantities such as 

charge and energy depositions, too fine to be resolved by any Monte Carlo technique, 

may be opened for investigation. 

In specific to this work, as has been seen in the previous chapters the adjoint 

of a continuos forward equation does not necessarily produce a discretized equation 

that is adjoint to the discl'etized forward. The logic behind this assertion is simple. 

Although the continuous forward and adjoint equations are unique (at least in the 

context of the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation) there is no unique discretization 

scheme. Consequently, there is no guarantee that application of a particular scheme 

will produce discretized equations that are indeed adjoint to one another. 

Furthermore, as has also been demonstrated, the actual adjoint of the 

discretized forward equation can be considerably 1110re complex than the discretized 

continuous adjoint. However, the extra effort in obtaining the tl'lle adjoint is re

warded by the value of the algorithmic cross checks it provides. On 1110re than 

one occasion during the development of the adjoint capability, errors in the forward 

algorithm were identified and eliminated. Surprisingly, the errors often involved dif

ferences in the seventh or eighth digits of the forward and adjoint results. Although 

it may be considered ridiculous to pursue errors on such a level, experience bears 

out that the errors identified are usually of much more significance than the small 

differences would indicate, growing to large discrepancies as the problems grow in 

size and complexity. 

Finally, despite the algorithmic cross checks and verification provided by the 

samples in this chapter, nothing at all about the validity of the results produced 



[, 
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by either algorithm has been inferred. Therefore, future work should concentrate 

on extensive comparisons to actual experimental data to develop a data base of the 

technique's strengths and weaknesses. However, before this can be accomplished 

the computer coding must be enhanced by the addition of an source iteration ac

celeration scheme of some type. The complexity of real 3-D multimedia problems 

will require large numbers of spatial and energy mesh points to generate solutions 

of any detail. Without some type of acceleration scheme, even the benefits afforded 

by the SMART scattering formulation of the Boltzmann/Spencer-Lewis equation 

will be insufficient to overcome the increased computational liability. 
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APPENDIX A 

A LISTING OF CEPXS ADDITIONS 

A.1 CEPXS Additions 

The listing that appears on the following pages details by subroutine the nec

essary FORTRAN additions or alterations to CEPXS that were required in order 

to produce cross sections compatible with SMARTEPANTS. The subroutine exe

cutable line numbers and the overall line position within the subroutine are shown 

to the extreme right of each line that was altered. 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

subroutine abort(ocallr) 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 

subroutine auxdat 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
if (.not. flbfp .and. .not. flsn3d) then 

subroutine beta 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
common /legndr/ Imax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 
dimension wgxs(maxe,O:mspl), g(O:mspl), xks(maxe,6), dmy(leneer), 

call clear(O.O,wgxs,maxe*(mspl+l» 
if (flsn3d) then 

Idum = Imxcsd 
else 

Idum = Imax 
endif 

if (energ .gt. 0.256) then 
call xeamot(tei,g,ieg,imat,index,iz,aa,ldum) 

else 
call gintp(energ,g,ieg,index,iz,aa,ldum) 

end if 

if (flbfp .or. flsn3d) then 
leaves fokker-planck component in moments 

if(flsn3d)temp = O.dO 

do 30 1 = 0, Idum 
temp = g(ldum) - gel) 

if (1 .eq. 0 .and. .not.flbfp .and. .not.flsn3d) then 
else if (1 .eq. 0 .and. (flbfp.or.flsn3d» then 
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11 15 
12 16 
17 21 

37 64 
56 88 
57 89 
62 94 
68 102 

224 320 

15 94 
27 112 
39 129 
40 130 
45 135 
52 145 
56 152 
72 190 

123 280 
124 281 
125 282 
126 283 
127 284 
127 285 
128 286 
129 287 
130 288 
131 289 
132 290 
132 291 
133 292 
134 297 
134 298 
135 299 
140 308 
141 309 
142 315 
213 457 
219 463 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

dmy(ne+3) = xe(ig) + xstp(ig) + bxstp(ig) 
if (f1sn3d)then 
write(20,.)lmxcsd 
do 995 ieg = 1, neg 
write(20,996)(wgxs(ieg,l).rho(imat), 1= 0, 1mxcsd) 
format(3(1x,1pe24.16» 
else 
endif 

subroutine card(n) 

subroutine cardn(v,f1ag) 

subroutine clear (x,y,n) 

subroutine compe(za,cemass,ppxs,xcd,x2,come) 
msp1 = 300, 

common /legndr/ 1max,lmaxp,lmxcsd 

subroutine compp(za,xsect,totc,xs,comp) 
map1 = 300, 

common /legndr/ 1max,lmaxp,lmxcsd 

subroutine conver (otest,ws,ows) 

subroutine cpbyte (otest,ojvy) 

subroutine coup1e(numat,lmax) 
msp1 = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
f1mzO,flnzO,fldbug,f1adjc,f1adje,f1sn3d,f1snad, 
flpsrc 

f1adje,flsn3d,f1snad,f1psrc 
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222 466 
255 519 
256 520 
257 521 
258 522 
259 523 
260 524 
261 525 

11 17 
23 32 

11 17 
23 32 

11 46 
19 58 
30 73 
31 74 
36 79 
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c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

subroutine coupO(xs,im,lmax) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
if (flbfp.or.flsn3d) write (itp14,9000) zaid(im),aeff(im),im,l 

call redrit(xB,itotr,itotg,l,ihm,igm,flsn3d,flbfp,itpdum) 

subroutine coup12(xs,im,icoup,lmax) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
if (flbfp.or.flsn3d) write (itp14,9000) zaid(im),aeff(im),im,l 
call redrit(xs,itotr,itotg,l,ihm,igm,flsn3d,flbfp,itpdum) 

subroutine coup34(xs,im,icoup,lmax) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
if (flbfp.or.flsn3d) write (itp14,9000) zaid(im),aeff(im),im,l 
call redrit(xs,itotr,itotg,l,ihm,igm,flsn3d,flbfp,itpdum) 

subroutine decomp(ndim,n,a,cond,ipvt,work) 

subroutine dense (t,c,b,dm,xl,xO,d) 

subroutine e2ebrm(lmax,imat,totine,xa,xe,xsect) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
dimension tote2e(maxe), totine(maxe), 

xsect(maxe,maxe,O:maxl), xa(maxe), xe(maxe), 
bslt(maxe), bsltl(maxe), bslt2(maxe), 
bxsee(maxe,maxe,O:maxl), bxa(maxe), bxe(maxe) 
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11 20 
28 40 
29 41 
34 46 
60 88 
64 94 

11 22 
28 42 
29 43 
34 48 
70 99 
77 117 

11 22 
28 42 
29 43 
34 48 
83 118 

101 198 

12 63 
27 83 
28 84 
33 89 
41 100 
49 114 
50 115 
51 116 
52 117 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

if (.not.fledd .or. flbfp .or. flsn3d) then 
call intg2d(xbstp,teg2,tegl,dfine,teg3,acc,cl,cu,0,0,ans, 

error,iflag,kount) 
call intg12d(xbstp,tegl,dfine,teg3,acc,ans,error,iflag, 

kount) 
bsltl(i) = ans*cemass 
call intg12d(xbstp,teg2,dfine,teg3,acc,ans,error,iflag, 

kount) 
call intg2d(xxbd,teg2,tegl,tek2,tekl,acc,cl,cu,0,0,ans, 

error,iflag,kount) 
call intg2d(xxbd,teg2,tegl,dfine,teg3,acc,cl,cu,0,0, 

ans,error, iflag,kount) 
if (.not.fledd .and. .not.flbfp .and. .not.flsn3d) then 
if (fledd .and. .not.flbfp .and. .not.flsn3d) then 

if (flbfp.or.flsn3d) then 
if(flsn3d) slc = slc * strag 

if(flsn3d)write(itp20, 13) «bstp(i,imat)*rho(imat», 
i= 1, neg) 

if (fledd .and. .not.flbfp .and. .not.flsn3d) then 
format(3(lx,lpe24.16» 

subroutine e2pbrm(lmaxb,xe,x2p,bbxs) 
mspl = 300, 

comaon /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
call intg2d(xbd,teg2,tegl,tpg2,tpgl,acc,cl,tplim, 

subroutine echo 

subroutine efabck(xs,lenl,len2,imat,l) 

subroutine egrid(emax,emin,ng,itype,eg,em,tg,tm,dele,cemass) 

subroutine ezpxin(numz,iz) 
mspl = 300, 

subroutine fdist 
mspl = 300, 

common /legndr/ lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 
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67 140 
68 141 
69 142 
72 145 
73 146 
74 147 
75 148 
76 149 
88 167 
89 168 
98 184 
99 185 

103 193 
117 215 
153 266 
162 275 
177 295 
178 296 
179 300 
226 371 

12 44 
23 57 
37 88 

11 17 

11 15 
26 33 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
call intgld(peion,t2,tl,acc,ans,err,iflag,kount) 

subroutine gamma 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
common /legndr/ Imax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 

call intgld(sigpp,t2,tl,acc,ans,err,iflg,kont) 
call intgld(sigpe,t2,tl,acc,ans,err,iflg,kont) 
call prodpp(lmaxp,wgt,posxs,ppxs,pp,x2,xcd) 
if (1 .eq. ° .and. .not.flbfp .and. .not.flsn3d) then 
else if (1 .eq. ° .and. (flbfp.or.flsn3d» then 

subroutine gintp(energy,g,ieg,index,iz,aa,lmax) 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5) ,prra, cemass,dfine ,acc 
dimension glint(240),g(0:mspl) 

subroutine gouds(numz) 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 

subroutine iclear (ix,iy,n) 

subroutine impact(ximpac) 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
call intgld(xray,tei2,teil,acc,ans,error,iflag,kount) 

call intgld(xray2,tei2,teil,acc,ans,error,iflag,kount) 
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27 35 
65 102 
77 117 
92 149 

16 99 
32 121 
33 122 
38 127 
49 142 
51 146 

109 257 
122 283 
163 346 
171 360 
199 394 

11 14 
18 22 
21 30 

11 15 
18 23 

11 17 
18 25 
32 43 
33 44 
38 49 
62 96 
76 127 



168 

subroutine intg12d(f,xO,a,b,acc,ans,error,iflag,kount) 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine intg1d(f,a,b,acc,ans,error,iflag,kount) 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine intg2d(f,ax,bx,ayc,byc,acc,cl,cu,kcl,kcu,ans,error, 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine kprob(aux,flx,probk,izz) 
mspl = 300, 11 23 

c 
c 
c 

subroutine 11prob(aux,flx,probl1,izz) 
mspl = 300, 11 23 

c 
c 
c 

subroutine 12prob(aux,flx,prob12,izz) 
mspl = 300, 11 23 

c 
c 
c 

subroutine 13prob(aux,flx,prob13,izz) 
mspl = 300, 11 23 

c 
c 
c 

Subl'outine mcnphd(numat,lmax,cemass) 
mspl = 300, 11 16 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 34 48 
flpsrc 35 49 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 40 54 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine mol 
mspl = 300, 12 21 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 29 42 
flpsrc 30 43 

fladjo,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 35 48 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,comass,dfine,acc 39 54 
common /legndr/ Imax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 40 56 

call intg2d(xeemol,teg2,teg1,teg4,teg3,acc, 58 89 
call intg2d(xepmol,teg2,teg1,teg4,teg3,acc, 65 102 

call intg2d(xeemol,teg2,teg1,0.0,tpmax,acc,tflim,cu, 77 119 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

call intg2d(xesmol,teg2,tegl,teg4,teg3,acc,cl, 
if (.not.fledd .or. flbfp .or. flsn3d) then 

call intg2d(stp,teg2,tegl,0.0,tpmax,acc,tflim,cu,1,0, 
call intg12d(stp,tegl,tpmin,tpmax,acc,ans,error,iflag, 
call intg12d(stp,teg2,tpmin,tpmax,acc,ans,error,iflag, 

subroutine mprob(aux,flx,probm,izz) 
mspl = 300, 

subroutine next(nin,otest) 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc ,fladje ,flsn3d ,flsnad , 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 

subroutine nexts(olrest,mxol) 

subroutine opread(kount,iin,necho,ival,eoflag) 

subroutine photope(wgt,tswitch,pegkev,ppxs,pe,xcd,x2) 
mspl = 300, 

common /legndr/ lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 

call intgld(peelec,t2,tl,acc,ana,err,iflag,kount) 

subroutine prepd(cemass) 
map I = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flparc 

subroutine prodpp(lmax,wgt,posxs,ppxs,pp,x2,xcd) 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flan3d,flanad,' 
flparc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
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85 131 
91 141 
92 146 
98 156 

104 162 

11 23 

26 42 
27 43 
32 48 

11 20 
26 39 
27 41 
47 86 

11 20 
57 81 
58 82 
63 87 

11 21 
22 34 
30 44 
31 45 
36 50 



176 

177 

240 

244 

245 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

call intg2d(xspect,tpg2,tpg1,teg2,teg1,acc,cl, 

subroutine qpol(xi,x,y,n,yi) 

subroutine readin(title) 
mspl = 300, 

common /legndr/ lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flon3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
logical flelen, flphon, flesrc, flfull, fltogl, flrho 
flsn3d = .false. 

flsnad = .false. 

else if (kop('sn3d ' ) .ge. 0) then 
flsn3d = .true. 

lmxcsd = parm(l) 
strag = parm(2) 

else if (kop(lsn3d-adjoint ' ) .ge. 0) then 
flsnad = .true. 

flsn3d = .true. 

lmxcsd = parm(1) 
strag = parm(2) 

if(flbfp.or.flan3d) then 
if «flbfp .or. flsn3d) .and. (.not.flbbcd» then 

subroutine redrit(x,len1,len2,mode,lrit1,lrit2,flagl,flag2,iunit) 
logical flagl, flag2 
if(flagl .or. flag2) then 
format(lp3e24.16) 
if(flagl .or. flag2) then 

subroutine rhoxs(xs,im,ihm,jend,rho) 
mapl = 300, 

subroutine rite(lmax,otit) 
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52 82 

23 36 
41 60 
51 73 
52 74 
57 79 
66 92 

184 239 

186 241 
187 242 
188 243 

191 246 
192 247 
516 635 
620 770 

5 11 
8 19 

13 24 
16 30 

11 25 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

mspl = 300, 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
if (.not. flbfp .and. .not. flsn3d) then 
if(.not.flbfp .and. .not. flsn3d) then 
if(flbfp.or.flsn3d) read(itpdum,9010) title 
call redrit(xs,itotr,itotg,O,ihm,igm,flsn3d,flbfp,itpdum) 
if(flbfp.or.flsn3d) then 
call redrit(xs,itotr,itotg,1,ihm,igm,flsn3d,flbfp,itp20) 

subroutine prbxsl ( otitle) 
mspl = 300, 

common /legndr/ lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 

subroutine stnaa ( ista, i, ivalue ) 

subroutine r8thol ( hoI, r8 ) 

subroutine r8xhol ( iop ) 

subroutine ritout(lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
if (.not. flbfp .and. .not. flsn3d) then 

subroutine scan(otest) 

subroutine sdist 
mspl = 300, 
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100 140 
123 173 

11 32 
18 40 
37 66 
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11 21 
47 72 
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53 78 
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121 163 

11 15 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
C 

C 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

common /legndr/ lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 

subroutine setcom(oblock) 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 

subroutine setup 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 

subroutine sigleg 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
common /legndr/ lmax,lmaxp,lmxcsd 

call intg2d(sigkn,tpg2,tpg1,0.0,tpg1,acc,tl,tu, 
call intg2d(sigp,tpg2,tpg1,tpg4,tpg3,acc,tl,tu,1, 

call intg2d(sige,tpg2,tpg1,teg4,teg3,acc,cl, 

subroutine solve(ndim, n, a, b, ipvt) 

subroutine spower(imat) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
if (.not.fledd .or. flbfp .or. flsn3d) then 

subroutine stern(nem,ii,iout,nestop,estop,denmat) 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
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I, 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

subroutine upcase (string) 

subroutine xeamot(tei,g,ieg,imat,index,iz,aa,lmax) 
mspl = 300, 

common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 
flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
dimension g(O:mspl), partg(6,O:mspl+l) 

subroutine xpeang(temx,iswitch,iflag,ekbe,ans) 
common /consts/ rO,an,pi,theta(5),prra,cemass,dfine,acc 

call intgld(sauter,O.O,pi,acc,ans,error,iflag,kount) 
call intgld(fiscber,O,O,pi,acc,ans,error,iflag,kount) 

subroutine xsbbit(imax,jmax,l,array,itp) 
mspl = 300, 

subroutine xsbitp(imax,jmax,l,array,itp) 
mspl = 300, 

subroutine xsgitp(imax,jmax,l,array,itp) 
mapl = 300, 

subroutine zero(a,n) 

subroutine izero(ia,n) 

subroutine lzero(la,n) 

subroutine czero(os,oa,n) 
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c 
c 

subroutine sn3dhd(numat,lmax) 
mspl = 300, 

flmzO,flnzO,fldbug,fladjc,fladje,flsn3d,flsnad, 
flpsrc 

fladje,flsn3d,flsnad,flpsrc 
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